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ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND INSURANCE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT PRACTICES
HEARING: ASSEMBLY BILL 2094 (FLOYD)
San Francisco, California
October 11, 1983

CHAIRMAN LOUIS PAPAN:
Floyd.

.•. and AB 2094 by Assemblyman

It's my privilege to welcome the chairman of

tee, Mr. McAlister.

I would also 1

to welcome

whose names appear on their nameplates there.

commit11 and Chuck,

I'd like to thank

staff for the kind of preparation that they have made
for us to hold this hearing this morning.

order

There has been a con-

siderable amount of work put in by staff.
It's a subject that this state and the people who live
in it are concerned about, and have been concerned about it for
an extended period of time.

The introduction of this bill, sin-

gularly, I consider to be one of
session.

most important bills of this

It is a bill that is going to require a considerable

amount of work so that all of us can get a better understanding
of where this bill might take us, or should we decide to the
contrary, we can continue doing business as we have in the past.
I'd like to thank the
exhibited with regards to schedul

for the patience he has
this particular hearing.

I

don't want to say that I'm happy with the idea of holding the
hearings when I know a lot of the bankers wanted to be in
Honolulu; but in any event, I think it's appropriate that we have
this hearing regardless of the fact they are convening in
Honolulu.

This is

to be one of three hearings.
are a cons

are not on

que

fy, I won 1 t

and give us

sitate to ca

I

think

should we have some

1

I

might be answered by the

to te

sen ted

s morning.

ir turn.

also have

le number of banks

agenda

11 all get

I

le who haven't chosen

upon them to come forward

1 information should we need it.

that, I will defer now to the author of the legislat

for any statement he chooses to make.
ASSEMBLYMAN DICK FLOYD:

s.

I'm

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and
s scheduled

ite pleased that your committee

im hearings on Assembly Bill 2094.
Interstate banking is an important issue.
ifornia business and consumers and

tant to
tal
today

of

state economy.

health and

I believe that the testimony

11 clearly demonstrate

AB 20 4 shou

AB 2094 will allow interstate banking

be enacted.

ifornia.

Specifi-

11 will allow a domestic, out-of-state bank to do

cal

California on
Cali

It is impor-

same terms

bank can do business

conditions that a
out-of-state bank's home

state.
banks are not

law,

s artificial geo-

a bank

ts competition

on
between

size
benefits wh

s Cali

and

wou

s

consumers

small and

sses and the state's economy of the
resu

from healthy competition.

- 2-

In the

past several years the United States has moved much closer to a
national financial marketplace: Sears, American Express,
Merrill-Lynch, offer financial services on an interstate basis.
Several California savings and loans operate interstate systems.
At least fifteen California banks, which are owned by foreign
interests, already have interstate systems because federal law
formerly permitted them to do so.

•

Twelve of the twenty largest

state banks in this state are owned by foreign interests.

A for-

eign bank can still acquire a California bank, while a domestic
out-of-state bank cannot.

This is an absurd state of affairs.

Both the Carter and Reagan administrations have supported interstate banking, and so does the California Banking Association,
which opposes this bill.
In opposing a bill by Chairman Papan which prohibited
banks from selling insurance, the CBA stated that the fundamental
issue is freedom of choice for the consumer.

Moreover, they

argued that it is especially important that governmental measures
to protect individual groups against domestic and international
competition be resisted.

•

2094.

That is precisely the issue with AB

Freedom of choice for the consumer and the relaxation of

governmental measures which protects the California banks from
domestic competition.
The California Banking Association acknowledges the
benefits which will result from interstate banking.
want Congress to act on this issue.
on this issue.

But they

Congress has already acted

Congress has specifically left interstate banking

to the province of the states.

Moreover, the acquisition of the

- 3-

State by

of Amer

s

se

s

when

l act.
If

CBA tru

shou

s

11.

s

If Cali

states

, other

s

cons

measures no doubt

wil

they oppose instituting
on a state
words.

l

The

state basis, the

of America,

bank, and Wel s

, a foreign-owned

sought to purchase Seaf

State

Bank of Amer

st

won

s

st

the

wor

Bank

very near-

Wells

States

st out to

of Cali

has

deeds

's fi

Interstate

F

Stone Bank
UNIDENTIFIED:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
ASSEMBLY~~N

?

An

FLOYD:

worked as good

lane

If

would

as the

'sa

(Soto voce}

been

f

s are very

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
are

have

to

bank

vJel
l

America

se a state chartered
s

Denver,

s

Pacif

Pacific

of Amer

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

joined
- 4-

a

lly owned
Bank of

CitiCorp, Chemical and

enactment

this bill.
statement

fini
move to a couple of

I

like to

are of

ings I

this

, two

whole
our

not

are now, s

Cali

arrogance.

th

to part

are
that

It
don

no

what's

I

the pas
care
fornia.

s

0

are
I

1

I

consumers of

i-

don't care

't care
Chase, or

peop

wou

I

it's

, or

of

and tell us why, if
good for the consumers in

want
is

to stand here
s would not be

State of

I am

happy to see that Hal Broaders has joined us

Now we

's been

a

some other of

, but here we don't have

where

can monitor

without

be
thing -- I would

ly have 1

to talk

about

at the first hearing.

We didn't talk

about

at the f

We ta

foreign
wou

and the crisis

hear

about

international banking.

I

, because that's of great interest to some members of

1

s committeer to have the people that we have here today who
are well

on

se questions.
first half of
ing about

I

would like to get over it within at least the

s hearing so that then we could proceed to talkbill, which has to do with allowing domestic out-

owned

0

international banking crises to address

sis

to proceed on a quid pro quo

dealing

Cali

I would 1
Pre

Aspinwall, Vice

to introduce Mr.

; Ms. Betty

st of the

Sue

of CitiCorp in Los

lford
s.

Oakland; and Mr.

s

of CitiCorp

l

I

inwall, with a

we'll start

statement; and

to answer any

11

s

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
au

other que

s statement, or
want to

you

se to

I'm prepared to call Mr.

to

any questions to ask

Does

sent

s te

at

s

?

that

Hearing none, then

inwall, at the request of the author,
first.
- 6-

, Mr. Chairman.

MR. RICHARD ASPINWALL
of the

Richard Aspinwall, Vice Pres
have distributed

s of

I'm

se

I

statement

mission, I shall read

statement.

The citizens of Cali
competition which Assembly
long and impress

wou

new

11 2094 wou

is a

of

enhanced competition.

s of

e

These

consist of

higher quality of services, and a

of

s.

Moreover, employment growth and tax revenues wou
strengthened.

of

would be adverse ef

to

must rest

entrenched interests

to

In my

1 add

I shall concentrate on

First, the number

or

ects:

s are now

mar-

kets for f

innoif

vation that has

and re

services to the

s context,

full scale entry

fornia

to enhance

of

out-of-state
for

Turning to

improved

is likely
res

ces revo

major forces in recent
es in financial
vol

of

z

chang-

ce

and

s .

le interest rates have

Sec-

ond, new applications of
of funds transfer, access to

and

storage of

impo- 7-

sit

of a number of burdensome banking restrictions has encouror

ss regulated entities to take

of

have been at least three important consequences of
these

st, a wide range of institutions have moved to
services, offering customers the convenience

of central

transaction services, investment outlets, credit

information and record keeping and, in some cases, insurance and
1

, all in one place.

In doing so, many institu-

tions have moved aggressively into new service lines.
of money market mutual funds as a

The evolu-

sit substitute, and

of discount brokerage are two prominent examples.
Indeed, there is an ever-increasing list of multiproduct
entities, unfettered by most regulations affecting

f
1

seeking to stake out bank customers on a nationwide basis.

That California banks seek to block
is a

out-of-state banks

protectionist gesture that seems to ignore the reali-

s of effective innovation by many of these nonbank f
Second, the

ft of liabi

structures of depository
reliance on "market-rate

a materially

s
n

is pointing to major operating consequences.
s constituted impl
nces.

payments to customers

Numerous branches, "free" checks, and other
are being supplanted.

s are foremost examples.
1

by explicit fees

st payments are
s.

In the

This evolving

1

system is furnish-

new incentives for bank customers to curtail or eliminate
- 8-

costly forms of service.

Over time, this is likely to mean less
paper documents.

reliance on funds transfers emp
this development suggests a
of financial activity.

sal

many

It also raises

In short,
and sources

about the long-

run economic value of a sizeable amount amount of

fixed capi-

tal now employed in banking.
Third, there has been
tions for more rate-sensitive assets as a means of adjusting to
the greater exposure to the effects of

st rate variability.

Turning to competitive effects:
progress affect financial compet

The major changes in

in a

ways.

First, price competition is

to higher yie

on

deposit balances and lower costs

One force for this

general effect is that institutions not having large and costly
office networks now may employ
attract customers.

as a weapon

which to

Individual savers with re

small bal, have espe-

ances, heretofore discriminated against by
cially benefited.

services are

A second effect is
highlighting qualitative di

s among services.

The appli-

cations of new technology to

of delivering services exem-

plify programs aimed at improving

lity with

efficien-

cy.
Third, the delivery revolution is also being reflected
in a greater range of services.

In turn, this reorientation of

delivery suggests that cost patterns are likely to be altered,
although to what extent depends on new technological configura- 9-

and changes

t

patterns of consumer acceptance.

The emer-

gence of new operating economies, however, would not neces
to the ser

s disadvantage of smaller entities.

s

ly

Such

access to those services for which a

large

is required to attain ef

iency.

This has

taken place in check processing and discount brokerage.
In

, as

the past, some institutions may successfully

defend niches of special customers or services in which intangible values

customer/suppl

relationships far exceed effects

of cost differentials applying to routine services.
And

about California?

lly attractive market

California is obviously an

suppliers of financial services.

Indeed, most major U.S. financial institutions are represented
, to one degree or another.

The same can be said for enti-

s headquartered in important centers abroad.
inc

s Edge Act offices for

Chase represenservices on an

international scale, commercial and consumer finance, loan pro, computer

shar

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
you can

economic analysis.

Mr. Aspinwall, somewhere I hope that

a comparison between banks

speci

as to what is missing with

California, and be
to the services you

ta
MR. ASPINWALL:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
You
our
to

I'm coming to
I

read your statement rather quickly.
general terms, about

re

't

California
very speci

s right now.

Because when you're through, I'm going

about Chase Manhattan.
- 10-

I'll have to

stipulate to most of your statement as a possibility for improving the kinds of services that consumers in California are looking to get.

However, unless it's reduced to very specific terms,

it is kind of meaningless for me.

You're going to have to show

me where the banks in California aren't presently providing, at
the same cost and at the same level of services, that you profess
we would be gaining; or that presently exist where you domiciled,
namely in New York.
for me.

Then it would be a little more meaningful

But please continue, and begin to think in those
MR. ASPINWALL:

ter~s.

Well, with your permission, Mr. Chair-

man, I have just a page or two left.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR. ASPINWALL:
tions directly.

Okay, go ahead.
In which I address some of these ques-

Then perhaps in the question period, you could

proceed with this
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

As I said, I'm going to be very specif-

ic, and I'd like you to be specific with respect to banks in
California.
MR. ASPINWALL:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR. ASPitMALL:

Sure.
Thank you.
The services available to California

residents through the auspices of nonbank subsidiaries of outof-state bank holding companies represent only a portion of
important banking services.
es are missing.

Many deposit and transaction servic-

Without these, many other services are less

attractive as competitive alternatives for those now offered by
California banks.
-

11-

Enactment of this legislation would put prospective new
entrants to a rigorous market test -- to develop for California
customers added value in financial services in order to win their
allegiance.
ter

This added value will reflect a combination of bet-

s and more and better services.

Here are some specific

examples:
In late 1982, the Depository Institutions Deregulation
Committee authorized banks and thrift institutions to offer money
market deposit accounts to customers free of interest rate ceilings.

Initially, there were a number of aggressive pricing cam-

paigns in many parts of the country.

Over the past six months or

so, rates offered by banks and thrifts have settled into a more
clear-cut pattern.

During this period, money market deposit

accounts rates in New York have consistently averaged at least 50
basis points above those offered by California institutions.
an

As

of what is involved, the application of this dif-

ference on the volume of accounts now held in California deposit
institutions, in the neighborhood of $90 billion, would provide
add
As a

1 income to California savers of almost $1/2 billion.
example
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Mr. Calderon.

ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON:

You're talking -- now these dif-

ferences are between benefits to consumers, comparably speaking,
between New York and Ca

fornia are for this first six-month

period?
MR. ASPINWALL:
last six months.

Well, that's the point.

The most recent six months.

- 12-

This is for the

ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON:
MR. ASPINWALL:

Okay.

The first, for about the first two or

three months, there was unusual variability in measuring these
figures.
CHAI~~N

PAPAN:

(soto voce) Have (inaudible) check that

out.
MR. ASPINWALL:

•

But typically during that first three-

month period, the New York rates were above, and perhaps at some
times as much as a percentage point above California.

What I'm

getting at is the post-initiation period.
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON:

So you're saying after rates

settled down, after a pattern established in California and a
pattern was established in New York, you're making these differences, or comparing these differences?
MR. ASPINWALL:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

That's right.
Are you saying there are no banks in

California offering that kind of a situation?
MR. ASPINWALL:

I'm saying that we surveyed five to six

of the major institutions in California, banks and thrifts.
examined the rates offered by these institutions.

We

On average,

the rates offered here were 50 basis points below the rates
offered in New York.

We tried to identify a cluster rate rather

than pool rates and obscure the fact that perhaps two or three
institutions here were offering the same rates as New York.

From

my assessment of this evidence the rate differential is fairly
standard and pervasive.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Mr. Chairman.

- 13-

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Go ahead, Mr. Lancaster.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Mr. Aspinwall, when you surveyed

California and found that there was a benefit difference in rates
between the average in California, was this the average of New
York, or was this a single institution or a minority of the
institutions?
MR. ASPINWALL:
tions.

It is four or five New York institu-

The comparable .••
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. ASPINWALL:

That's correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. ASPINWALL:

New York City institutions?

Not the State of New York?

That is correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Are the rates paid in the City

of New York higher, on the average, than the rest of the State of
New York?
MR. ASPINWALL:

From my knowledge, I would say they are

pretty comparable.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Yet your survey only applied in

New York to those four or five institutions within the city .••
MR. ASPINWALL:

That is correct.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

••• as I term the City of New

York, where you're allowed to operate, basically, in the state.
MR. ASPINWALL:

Oh, we're allowed to operate throughout

the state.
ASSEMBLY~~N

LANCASTER:

Well, okay, but as far as sur-

veying is concerned, you basically were using the city as your
base.
- 14-

MR. ASPINWALL:

That's right.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. ASPINWALL:

Absolute

ASSE.MBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. ASPINWALL:

And not the state itself.

Thank you.

But the banks and the S & L's surveyed

here covered the whole state.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

•

Yes.

All right.

that from your remarks, but I did not in New York.

I determined
And you do

not have those figures available for the whole State of New York?
MR. ASPINWALL:

The surveys

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. ASPINWALL:

Yes.

It's a standard survey and it wasn't

constructed to pick up the upstate New York banks.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. ASPINWALL:
example of the

Thank you.

Let me skip a little bit here.

A second

fit of new competitive entry would be in a

greater volume of credit

credit-related services available to

a wide range of California residents.

Access by state and munic-

ipal entities to capital market financing would be improved.

In

fact, New York banks are already playing an increasingly active
role in California financings.

In a credit agreement executed

with the State of California several months ago, New York banks
took a 44% share of a $1.2 billion loan facility.

Chase is also

a major factor in lending to California students.

Improved terms

on credit and other services for local government entities, small
business, construction, home mortgages, agriculture, and a variety of forms of personal credit would accompany a full-service
banking presence.
- 15-

Access to an integrated package of international and
dome

bus

s financing services would be another element of

enhanced

ss.

s, and

facilities in over 100 foreign countries.

is, many firms
as well as

a

Chase itself has branches, subsidiar-

international services could obtain these
stic services at a single entity.

or

That

California has

in international trade and finance.

It could

achieve an even greater role as an international financial center, with the full-scale participation by the major U.S. international banks headquartered outside California.
In conclusion, provision for entry into California by
bank subsidiaries of out-of-state bank holding companies
benefit users of services in local California markets.
tion, an enhanced f
the
ity

11

In addi-

ial services environment also will bene-

fornia economy generally.

Increased financial activ-

jobs and augment tax revenues.

11

e

of barriers to full competition is not

only

le but inevitable.

tection

local entities cannot succeed

The issue that

erat

Efforts to provide special pros environment.

ifornia and many

states must confront is

will actively promote

and innovation, accel-

benef

, or react

latedly to unfolding

events.
As
enhanced
of-state

ly Bill 2094 paves the way for the benefits of
that can be achieved through entry by outing companies.

Its passage will place

California in the vanguard of states which are taking conscious
- 16-

pro-competitive actions to benefit the

residents and economies.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
CHAIIDI.t.AN PAP AN:

recognizes Mr. Lancaster.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Aspinwall, a couple of questions:

According to Assemblyman

Floyd's bill 2094, it would allow domestic banks
to conduct bus

Mr.

other states

ss in California according to the basic

tions placed upon Ca

fornia banks within that state where they

are headquartered, as I understand

bill.

That's correct,

right?
MR. ASPINWALL:

Yes, s

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I notice

before me that New York State does not
question of permitted banks to be in
all in

wholesa

the report I have
any law regarding the
1 -- I know they're

business throughout New York and throughout

California -- in New York State.

Can you tell me

familiar I'm sure, with Cali

's very strong and

branch banking

and you're
viable

Could you tell me the difference between

New York State and the State of California and what restrictions
are placed

Chase or those banks located within the

itan New York area; how
Cali

metropol~

would be contrasted to what we do in

?

MR. ASPINWALL:

The only restriction imposed on New York

banks in New York, in terms of

ability to locate branches

throughout the state, is a home office protection provision which
stipulates that

towns and villages of population 50,000 or

less, a bank is headquartered there.
- 17-

The out-of-area banks may

not

within the corporate confines of that place.

There

are about 99 banks in New York that are protected by this home
off

provision.

The population of those places so protected is

roughly three or three and a half percent of the entire state's
popu

In short, we have to live by that, and we have not
this

off

a meaningful constraint in our ability to position

s and offer services to the residents of New York State.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

So basically you do have branch

banks in other parts of New York State besides the New York metropolitan area?
MR ASPINWALL:
ASSEMBLY¥~N

Yes, sir.

LANCASTER:

The limitations are based upon

corporate entity of 50,000 or less and that means you cannot put
a branch bank in that particular community.

Okay.

Is the New

York State Legislature or anybody in New York State promoting
s

lar type legislation?

adopted,

As I read

now, if this bill is

California banks still would not be able to move

into New York, nor wou
ss, unless,

you be able to move in California, I

fact, New York State

adopt similar legis-

lation.
MR. ASPINWALL:

New York State

already adopted that

islation.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
~ffi.

ASPINWALL:

ASSEMBLY~~N

st
the ques

They have adopted it?

Yes, sir.

LANCASTER:

Okay.

second question I

So that answers that

, Mr. Aspinwall, deals with

of regulatory aspects of the superintendent of
- 18-

banks.

According to the bill, as I

stand it, Ca

fornia's

superintendent of banks would be required to administer, or regulate the bank, in conj

a law of

state; that

he could not apply whatever

i

incorrect in that assumption?

If the fact is I'm not incorrect,

you can see the logistics and
tutionality,

appl

fficulty, and perhaps

another state

consti-

of banks administer-

ing the laws of of another state outside of
MR. ASPINWALL:

Now, am I

In my re

state.

I start from the premise

that banks entering California would do so as

idiaries of

holding companies headquartered in other states, including New
York.

It is my understanding

subs

banks estab-

lished in California would be subject to Cali

regulation

and statute to

same extent as if they were independent banks

established here.

I know of no j

sdictional

the overseers of California

between

the operation

fornia of banks owned by fore

Cali-

sts.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
obviously, Mr. Aspinwall,

would be a

f

to the bill: "The bank

is required to apply laws of
restrict, condition or

se 1

... ,"

states which
other words, to

the bank that is in California from another state.

This brings

about a kind of dual .•.
MR. ASPINWALL:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
the superintendent of the banks which

situation in regards to
ses that interesting

question of parity again, that we are always dealing with between
- 19-

state and
States.

in this state and probably all over the
So we have

dec

to do

have not done
sion

parity issue again.

If the State of New

, for example 1 in New York

we

California that puts a restriction or an

your ability within that state -- I'm us

because that's where you're based, Mr. Aspinwall.

New York
It could be

Illinois or any other state for that matter.
MR. ASPINWALL:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Then that means that the State

Superintendent of California would have to apply the New York
laws to those banks where their home off
Cali

is in another state.

Legislature may deem that action of the other

state to be unwise or wise, but the fact of the matter, is the
superintendent of banks would have that dual situation.
be creating a parity situation and

lack of parity situation

that -- and we're speaking about competit
is important.
ficial

that California doesn't like necessarily, and there-

enforcing a

Superintendent of California

ssed by the New

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

State Legislature.

Mr. Lancaster, if we can

with

customs, regulations and such emitting from Tokyo,
's some way that we cou

't

where

of course that

We can see New York, for example, passing a bene-

we have the problem of

se

We may

're not going to worry about

finesse this to

banking director of New

West
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

lyman Floyd, let me say

this about parity, because I think what I'm talking about is
- 20-

parity.

Parity is very important to competition, and without

criticizing, I understand the nature of the business.

There is

always this effort to get a little bit better deal going for
themselves over the other person.

It is very interesting when

you have the political power, so to speak, in New York State or
Illinois or Texas or wherever the case may be, and they do something beneficial to their subsidiaries in another state within
that state legislature and we find ourselves having to go along
with it.

We may lose control of our ability to regulate our own

banks.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

I think we can address this further

and settle your concerns ..•
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I'm not sure you can.

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

at some point, because we live

with Tokyo, and as you well know, they made some momentous decisions relating to their financial structure.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I raised the question, Mr.

Floyd, because parity is what they're talking about as one of the
benefits of this bill being adopted.
tion.

In other words, competi-

Parity is fine as long as you have parity.

If you have

unequal parity, then you frankly find yourself in a noncompetitive arena.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Since you gave us the -- I'd like to

look at it as a ledger of credit and debits --what's the
downside to your coming into California?
MR. ASPINWALL:

The downside for the new entrants is

that they are not successful; the downside for the residents of
- 21-

California strikes me as minimal.

Let me work

ty of benefits that I identified in general terms before: price,
1

and range of services.
CHAIRlv1AN PAPAN:

But you jumped to averages

anct

you specifically if the same level of services that are being
provided in New York by the major banks of New York are also
being provided here by other than the majors, so that
is present at the marketplace.

factor

Could you tell me if that is the

case or not?
MR. ASPINWALL:

Let me respond to that generally, and

then perhaps we can get increasingly specific.

As we get

increasingly specific, I invite my colleagues here
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
downside.

You're going to be specific on the

You're going to tell me the

ifics there, and

you're going to be specific also, sir, with respect to who, if
anybody, is providing the same level of
averages.

Right?

s,

than

I'd like to hear that.

MR ASPINWALL:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR. ASPINWALL:

on this plan.

I will endeavor to
Okay.

I have said that I think the dovms

for the residents of this state is limited.

I

to develop

an argument which is predicated on what I perceive to be the
of benefits the public will get.
ice and service, generally speaking.
ri
its?
here?

se benefits are
Now, what is the downside

to residents who obtain a higher rate of interest on depos11 that rate necessarily be fifty basis points higher
We cannot say for sure.

All we can say is that a

- 22-

difference of that size has some measurable affect on income.
Now, is there a downside risk from paying a higher rate to customers?

Answer:

One poss

credit.

But higher costs of

is a

downs

cost of

are also not sustainable if
s or in this

there are suppliers of credit wait
market who are seeking a b

share and are willing to

offer credit at this lower cost.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

that you and

Am I correct in

out here and are

many of the eastern banks already
proceeding to provide those loans?
MR. ASPINWALL:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

So, even if we're going to continue

doing business as we presently are, you're going to continue to
make loans at the marketplace competitively.
tively.

Presumably competi-

So that kind of takes some of the

saying -- dimini
MR.

of

s the

ASPINWALIJ:

It

of what you're

you're saying.

' t yet.

It may.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR.

ASPINWALL:

You

me to address the downside

risk.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR.

ASPINWALL:

1

And

I want to come to this: how do

services get differentiated,
question.

I

The definition of

rests in the perception of

either the consumer or

that is here.

risk for banks in Ca i
have to work harder

that's a critical

is
Now

A dow·nside

with new competitors, they

me give you some experience we have

- 23-

We entered

tate

10 years ago

we

to e

s
case

novo

and
i

I

The
ce

be

we
, the

reve

s on
same

charges on other

customers
ef

entrants
customers

a

Now,

il

So

, to the
as

was 10

fitabi

ef
to exi

must

of

of upstate

just as

gests no mater

was

al

my

s

s we perce

The threat is
ssive, more

or they

s me

So

11

state, as

consumer
user

f

s

is

downside
because

entrants is

to
is

re

way I

IS

new

many

is

s
1

commercial
Edge
Act

I

are a

and

i

4-

importer with total sales on the order of $200 million, in order
to do business with Chase, or

, or other international banks,

except for California that is,

must put your international

business here and your dome

iness

tution, because we are not

domestic services.

to

What are these

•

at another insti-

s?

s are transaction

balances, checking accounts, dome

issuance

to small business of money market
office.

accounts from this

There are a variety of

and small sized bus

s used by

ss firms

ium

we cannot provide because we

do not have a charter to do

a domestic bank in Cali-

fornia.
What is another examp

?

As I mentioned

ny, we have become very active
state.

1

We seek to do more with smaller munic

to do that typically

ls

which are an integral
What are the services?

of f

1 entities.

And

ing services.

underwriting and distribution

Advice,

of new issues in the market,

loans

We can do some of

As I also mentioned in the statement, we

are seeing an increased move
ing del

in this

it balances

of a

these now, but not all.

my testimo-

which

e
l

to

fication of bankpackaging in terms

of the centralization of information, and funds transfer.
of these services in this state can't do all

Users

in one place

with an out-of-state bank.
My last example:

If you are an exporter and deal in a

large number of countries, how
- 25-

California banks are there

or more

s?

To the

st of my

one.
Don t

. ASPINWALL:
or

come to

corre-

must come to us

some second

st
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

So we

1

t real

need to

our own

i

MR. ASPINWALL:
own,

's good that you have

l, I

it's
Now,

that your customers have choices.

to

issue of

f

iency of serTo

sure 1 most
tran
are avai
In

?

most

l

about

Are

Well, we can't be sure.
or lower

cases, new

to

service

l

se customers

that

PAP AN

in Cal

our

s in

0

amount of i

cons
s

ledg-

are one side
f

l

use more

l

one p

can

ss

ired

Because we can l

s

er

say

here, would

il

f

on the ac

If

market test.

0

general
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daily

respect to their

investments abroad.

Would you reflect on how involved some of

our major California banks are, and their present fiscal condition as a result of that activity?

Because depositors need pro-

tection.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

What did you say?

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

•

(inaudible)

Bank of America is here.

He can

answer that (inaudible)
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Well, competitors have a way of knowing

what the competition is doing.
ASSEMBLYl~N

FLOYD:

Of course if Bank of America would

be more honest in their appraisal, but
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

He would certainly give me direction

when they do come and testify.

Then I can ask them questions.

We have a way of just skirting sometimes; skirting the major
thrust of a concern.

While giving an increase in the level of

services and maybe at a reduced cost, I've got to think in terms
of the kind of concern I may have

the depositors.

And quite

frankly, am I correct that in '72 or there abouts, maybe '62, I
can't remember, a cloud came over Chase Manhattan Bank because of
their real estate syndication?

So

's get into the meat of it,

so to speak.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
MR. ASPINWALL:

Well

Sure.

Sure.

I will say that there's a cloud

over most banks now on international lending positions.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

I appreciate your honesty, sir.
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MR. ASPINWALL:
1

f

us

is a c

It is over

It is a c

is

i

New York
s.

s

~ve

can

seems to me
se
some

1

to work

There is just no

me, and

have X
have Y

i

or

than Y, or on

s

Y, doesn't

0 5

wh

we're all

this

X is three
measure,

me as real

s

, one.

I think

and

because of

recess
amount of

Two, we are all in
extent,

of

sever

que

our

z

s room 10 years

commerce.
wou

on your lending,"

to us, "Cut

to do so."

to

In
to

was

did
not

we

f

were some of us 10

Hov1ever

ta

of

a

sure.

le

Iron Curtoday is not

some
source

t

ff
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we are fac

Latin

America.

You may have read in the New York Times a week or two

ago where these loans to the major Latin American countries were
spread across the cage and the percentage to capital for all the
major banks.

You get Citi, Bank of America, Morgan, Chemical,

Chase, Continental, Security Pacific, Wells, Crocker, First
Interstate, and that list suggests that everybody has got to work
through this.

•

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Work through it, but then you also

stated, sir, there was a limited downside.

Do we need additional

banks that are in trouble to come into California?

Maybe I would

have been a strong supporter, some years ago, for you to come
into California on what you initially said and what the author of
the bill has stated.
California?

Now, do we need another defunct bank in

Because I'm not asking if Chase Manhattan is

defunct, but I'd be very interested in knowing your net worth.
In ether words, your owner's equity; Chase Manhattan's owner
equity.

I also would like to know just exactly offset against

that -- I presume your liabilities are tremendous because you're
in the area of international banking.
do?

Now what are we going to

Spread the liability, or do we want to limit California's

liability to the liability of our banks in their involvement
abroad?

In other words, is it the right time to do this?
MR. ASPINWALL:

The action or lack of action on this

bill will not insulate California banks from new entry by new
con~etitors.

Whether the competitor is called Chase or Citi, or

Sears, or American Express, because banks have a central role in
relations with consumers, but the consumer may not think so.
- 29-

The

consumer

not care

whether

or she deals

s or Sears.

Bank

So what is at

my

of
means
s

to

to

s

, not weakens

s
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

I don't agree.

has been a con-

that we put on the books
were
across

le, and I
s

many

banks

of ours, have concertedly attempted to erode
estate

wa

And
I

a concern wi

1

S

's t

ite

asked

a question

that division.

banks

that

you.

would
to see

I'd

banks put
one

to
of

We'

loans is

area of
and across our

Ca i

on consumers

I

me to the

not

a compef some of our major

de

to

terms

s
that I'

• Ca

two
ssue.

1,

lv1r.

l

f

to

a

don 1 t want to

ASSEMBLYrvlAN CALDERON:

ss,

ld

're

see
I

Honolulu

f
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or
is,

s, I
of inquiry in

seems to me that

whether or not we have reciprocal banking in California and allow
holding companies like CitiCorp to be able to come in to California and purchase California banks, in terms of the issue falls in
the area of monopoly versus competition.

That's my first ques-

tion.
The second question

imply relates to whether or not we

could enforce any law with respect to reciprocal banking in California, no matter how restrictive we wanted to make it, for fear
that it may be struck down at some point in time on the basis of
the denial of equal protection.

I would be interested in any

experience you may have had in other states with respect to that
issue.
Now going back to the first area of inquiry.

We have a

number -- this monopoly versus competition, I can't even guess
how many thrift and loans, hm·l

how many

banks that we have in the State of California, but you know, it's
numerous.

My question is, why isn't that enough competition?

number one; and number two, if we al

a big bank, to come into

California, would it really allow that bank to go into real specialized markets that ultimate

would put independent bankers

out of business?
MR ASPINWALL:

Well, let me address first

question

of monopoly versus competition.
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON:
.r.1R. ASPINWALL:

Okay •

I cite two kinds of evidence to indicate

to this committee that I don't think that is a likely prospect in
this environment.

The first kind of evidence is that it hasn't
- 31-

happened

where else yet.

It hasn't happened in a country

is a strong aversion to the concentration of economic
aversion stems from the beginning of our

s-

State of California, despite the size and musof Cali

c

s over the past hundred years, small inde-

entities flourish; and in fact, large numbers of new
banks are chartered every year.
to

So that mere size does not seem

driven out the small competitor from this market.

second, any kind

And

indications in any market that there are the

manifestations of this invite new entry.

They invite entry

ause financial services are intangible; they can be conveyed
the

air and a variety of other ways, and they can be

developed and offered to the public very quickly.
sue of a concentration

So that the

resources and anti-competitive prac-

tices is not one that I consider to be a serious matter in this
environment.
The question of the legal complications of reciprocity
is a

one to handle.

By that I mean, we have an

reciprocity lends itself to more competition

t

to the

of consumers.

Now there are a

this to get snared up, but I personally don't
feel

ficant issue in thinking about reciproc-

is a s

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
sts
if

's suf

, all of these ques-

Mr.
the

,

I

wonder if Mr. Farnsworth

from some ingrown words on answers to these

same questions
- 32-

CHAIRMAN PAPA.N:

You're pretty clever, you know that?
(inaudib

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

11

sn't told me

He should be able to know

Yeah.
MR. ASPINWALL:

Mr

CHAIRMAN PAP AN:

'

event,

Chase Manhattan.

the net worth
that.

In

V.Je 1 11 go on to

next guy so we don't

keep one on the .••
ASSEMBLY~~N

CALDERON:

Look

can I

one more ques-

tion?
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Go

, s

ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON:

It seems that with respect to a

bill which probably has

sed

ture, or looks like
ing, the ef

be
been

to some of

respect to reciprocal bankto exc

s made in

e

New York.

With respect

area of New England for
ef

regional
York.

the Connecticut Legisla-

have been to exclude New

Why?
MR. ASPINWALL:

are in charge

exc

tive as you

I

I,

CALDERON:

MR. ASPINWALL

competitive ef
its $4.2

outside, and as objec-

am

ASSEMBLY~ffiN

It's an effort to

you should ask the people who

I

I

le

1

laughter)
s a competitive ploy.

out of

a major force for pro, to

Mr

llion.
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best of my knowledge

PAPAN:

represents what percent of your

total assets?
MR ASPINWALL:

It is approximately 5%.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
to

Has the
MR

committed in excess of that minimum?

ASPINWALL:

ning a

's the minimum that you're required

Well, we are

the process now of plan-

operation that will generate some new capital

which

11 raise us

average.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
it going.

What I'd 1

to

anybody

We

s going on now.

That doesn•t tell me, but I won't keep
to stress with you, sir, and if I can,

, is

Mr.

1

we're in it together.

This is not to try

a compromising situation.

Let's be realistic.

a way of skirting our issues, all of us together.

that as a

"we."

I

started

you to come
well as

idea of allowing

did it on a political

I

be good for the consumer.

clo

on

s

1.

of

By

M.R

s

international

looking for the mone-

's paper some $8 billion to bail
getting a

ASPINWALL

But some of you

on

a

out our own

s as

that was presented by the author

scene, we seem to
fund,

I say

S

f

, we are

, as you know, in

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

(soto voce)

MR. ASPINWALL:

to

're going to

repossess

loans to fore

tens

borrowers

The IMF
- 34-

terms and conditions of
sion is a part of this

process, but it is not a bailout of the banks because the banks
are going to have to put more funds into these credits.

The

bailout
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

To quote Volker this morning, "In
G. Riston, Chairman of

another speech to the bankers,

CitiBank," because he's going on next, "the nation's second largest bank, said bankers need to stop fighting among themselves and

I

unite as an industry to lobby

regulatory changes that will

allow them to compete against the

financial empires of

the nonbank companies such as Sears, Roebuck and Merrill-Lynch."
If that's not an erosion of

banking laws of '33 and on--

banks have stood by and watched

happen, because they're

divided and they have proceeded systematically to get themselves
in trouble.
MR. ASPINWALL:
CHAIRPillN PAPAN:

Well, my response ...
And they're looking for the IMF to bail

them out.
MR. ASPINWALL:
is that, having

Well, my understanding of that article
this

, is that the gentleman was

seeking a greater unity of spirit in attacking artificial
restrictions on competition.
of opposing

I

that the representatives

s in this dialogue are not

so we could have

a nice spirited discussion about why there is not a unity of view
on the question before the
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
receptive.

con~ittee.

You have a President who would be

There are people big enough and important to meet

with that branch of government and proceed to bring some sanity
- 35-

s

to

ss.

It s not be

cause

done, and by

of

I

to come
ta
We 11

?

not

about allowing

you put your houses in
Go

You

to

to let this man o

now.

Let's see where they are.

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
a

off

IS

hook.

Everybody

now
CHAIRJ'.1AN PAPAN:

s a better

Well,

of

a breather.
, I've got to admit.

MR. WILFORD FARNSWORTH:
Pres
By

Okay, I'm Wilford Farnsworth,

of

of

, I just

lls of

you.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

you, s

FARNSWORTH:

record,

to

I

came

night.

to

been

And for the

le of years ago, I

to
s on

be

Western Divi-

beaches of Honolulu and the

ABA to be

MR

Okay,

side and that could

stments, at

a general way.

That's

1
to ta

to you about the
matter, the

evo

course financial
all

s

f

pondering, bank-

us

Most recent
47 states,

, Bank of Amer
Seafirst,

state.
a

CitiBank

and Loan, now called

to
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CitiCorp Savings, here in California.

When last I visited New

York, Bank of America's new tower was rising near completion
opposite the Grand Central Station on the site of the old Bi
more Hotel.

In the past two months I've had the excitement and

thrill of taking part in the topping out of the new CitiCorp
Center in San Francisco and

groundbreaking for the new Citi-

Corp Center complex in Los Ange

•

s.

While banks themselves have been changing, companies
other than banks have entered and further changed banking as we
traditionally thought of

~t.

Retailers like Sears, J.C. Penney,

and Kroeger were offering loans, mortgagest credit cards and
money market funds, among other things, in retail outlets across
the United States.

Brokers like Merrill-Lynch and Dreyfuss are

accepting what we would ordinarily call deposits and are buying S

& L's and banks across state lines.

I've distributed, for your

inspection, charts which show all the banking businesses that a
selection of retailers, brokerages and other nonfinancial institutions are now

to.

I've also

stributed a map showing the

thirteen states that have already legislated one or another form
of interstate

, the twe

that are now entertaining such

legislation, and the state networks where de facto interstate
banking already flourishes.
Clearly, times have changed already.
ing will never be able to look backward again.

The world of bankConsider: Citi-

Corp has 982 offices in 41 states and the District of Columbia.
We're not unique.

Literally hundreds of banks have offices in

many states where they conduct practically the whole spectrum of
- 37-
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If we

far more than

owned by

Korea, and the National Bank of Long Beach, a subsidiary of
Aktivbanken of Denmark.
We try to be good California citizens in other ways,
such as supporting local institutions like the Orange County
Center of Performing Arts, the Oakland Symphony, the Los Angeles
Museum of Contemporary Art, the Boy Scouts, the National Urban
League, Black United Funds, colleges, universities, business
schools and community groups.
The point I would establish is that interstate banking
today is no longer a question being pondered.

It's a fact.

The

only aspect of interstate banking that remains to be addressed,
the only one we have left to talk about here, is the single function out-of-state banks still can't provide without a bill like
the one before you: that's deposit taking.

Today's ground rules

provide, in essence, that an out-of-state bank may truck funds in
in unlimited volumes into this state to lend its corporate and
individual citizens; but it must not compete for deposits within
this state to help fund its loans.
Now, many people, as you gentlemen know better than
anyone, speak out vigorously against interstate banking.
some of those arguments are just a little puzzling.

Now,

The chairman

of one of your large banks, I don't have to identify him, while
expressing astonishment that a California bank would be acquired
by a Japanese instead of an American bank, still opposes a California bank's being acquired by an American bank.

Another large

California bank, which widely advertises the benefits its interstate banking brings the public, can't seem to see any benefit in
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But when you strip away all the embellishments,
competing for deposits is the issue, and the only issue that
we're all

here to ta

about.

All of the arguments

ls of letting out-of-state banks compete for deposits here can be resolved easily by just looking about us.
of
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?

It simply

s logic.

banking, it seems a broad

When we speak of
question to address.
ing has been almost

an

tion of competing

remains.

this question
land, Japan

•

broad question of interstate bank-

But

Only

California has answered

respect to banks from Eng-

the

Korea, Canada, the

France,

Italy and Denmark.

We now address

to American banks .

It seems c

that to preserve the status
competition

by American banks, and at the
This seems to me to be

se of citizens of California.
, not to mention un-American.

Finally, and
tive initiative wou

lure to act on this legislaseem to s

preserve

sting special

franchise at the expense

interest legislation

seems necessary or sensible in

of California citizens.

It

1983, in one

st, most
to

free

se econo-

, among others, the

to

I urge that Ca

world's largest
take this one

lippines,

same question with respect

quo, was in effect to

mies in the

narrow ques-

of modern banking and

i
you.

the world of
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Mr

with the stated pos
regarding the need for

Mr. Chairman.

Lancaster.

ASSEHBI1YMAN LANCASTER:
me preface my remarks by

fornia

Mr. Farnsworth, first

all let

that I do not necessarily concur
California
legis

' Association
in this area.

But it

seems to me that you've made a very strong argument for it with
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?
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New York

te

'm sure

also.
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c;;:;,.

California -as short
's profitable in

This is an interstate

commerce situation primarily, and regulatory aspects of
fall within the jurisdiction of each state.
with that.

ts

I have a problem

Just set aside New York for a moment.

only one state.

depo~~i

New York is

This bill is all encompassing, frankly, every

state in the United States.
MR. FARNSWORTH:

It could be.

Let me respond to that.

Frankly, based

on my own personal experience, I mentioned earlier I'd spent over
30 years around the world on the international side, and we, like
Chase and Bank of America and others, have operated branches
there for many, many, many years.

Of course we go back 75 years

in CitiCorp, and my own personal experience goes back nearly 35.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. FARNSWORTH:

In the international field.

International, but the point I really

would make is that we operate in every one of these countries and
we do so in accordance with the laws of that particular country
regardless of

laws we have here.

We obey the laws here,

but the authorities there judge us in accordance with their laws.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. FARNSWORTH:

I understand.

We're good corporate citizens and

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

This bill does not do that

though.
MR. FARNSWORTH:

We would automatically.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. FARNSWORTH:

Well, you might .••

There is no way that CitiCorp would not

be governed by the laws of California, or any state in which we
were citizens.
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LANCASTER:
wou

not, but,

of New

I'm not saying that CitiCorp

, you'd be coming under the jurisdiction

State really, under this
MR. FARNSWORTH:

modi

11, as I read it.

We certainly would have no objection to

s I understand could be taken care of

We would

1

we were 1

the bill.

in accordance with the state where ever

No question.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

that under this

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me

11, which is broad in scope, any state that

passes a law that would allow the same thing, and the effect is
would be

le to come into California.

We're really opening

the door, in a sense, to all 49 other states with this legislation, and cou
of banks,

create this circumstance where our superintendent
effect is going to have to administer laws that are

written

50 states, as I read the bill.

assumption on

I incorrect in my

way it's written

CHARLENE MATHIAS:
that's not
c

Am

That's the way I read the bill.
it would be my hope

If

it would be

f

LANCASTER:

But that's the way you read the

11?
WILLIAM GEORGE:
ana
come

si ,

is a problem that

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

thing that

of these banks that

state, is a California bank.

will come into

MR. GEORGE:

, but as is pointed out

It's the

Yes.

Once the

want to do is when
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is given, and so the first
attempt to enforce laws

which are other state laws in California, then you're distinguishing between two California banks and that's .•.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

That's where you run into the

equal protection situation.
MR. GEORGE:

You're going to have a problem.

ASSEMBLYl1AN LANCASTER:

Then the fact is that the Bank

of America, say, goes to New York ...
MR. GEORGE:

That's right.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

the reciprocal

agre~ment

in

New York, and I'm not sure how it is written, would require the
Superintendent of the Banks of New York to administer the laws
according to California, I guess.
MR. GEORGE:

No, no.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. GEORGE:

He wouldn't?

No, he would administer the law according

to New York's.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

In other words, that's clear in

New York, but it's not clear in California?
MR. GEORGE:

Well, what I'm saying is that once you get

to the point of the two charters you have two California banks.
How are you going to distinguish between them regardless of the
holding company?
ASSEMBLY~~N

tion?

FLOYD:

Mr. Lancaster, may I ask you a ques-

Are you aware of any of this out-of-state piracy taking

place in regards to savings and loans, which CitiCorp has with
the Fidelity thing which is now here?

Are you aware of any

instance where First Interstate -- even at that, where they have
- 45-

told the California Banking Regulation regulatory agency, which
ever one

are concerned with, that they are going to disobey

Cali

laws because they recognize some higher authority.

mean, we are

I

in to this.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Well let me respond to the ques-

tion before .••
ASSEMBLY~~N

FLOYD:

. .• you can see that.

Or from

Sears, Roebuck.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
this way, Mr. Floyd.

Let me respond to your question

When the statement was made by these gen-

tlemen in their testimony that the banking business is changing
dramatically, or the business has changed dramatically over the
last year, and I predict there will be further change and we're
into the deregulatory aspects.
differences

There's going to be a lot of

My answer to your question is, no I'm not.

But my

question really is designed to inquire, because I can foresee
circumstances, once the door is totally open, where we will have
to

1 with this subject, if we can constitutionally.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
is

I think their statement, too, is

internationally, not just in California.

ASSEMBLY~mN

LANCASTER:
of

Well, I'm trying to stay out of

the banks are involved with in rela-

question of international banking, because I,
you
ly, as
be investigated, we

too, but I don't know that that realassets

the banks coming in, which ought to
very little control.

And my concern,

frankly, is if this bill is adopted in its present form, whether
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some of your advisors

it is.

CHAIRHAN PAPAN:
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I

s

now are

i

the problem.

st.,

At

There

s

though.

if that •..

f

LANCASTER:

are Cali

're

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
savings

loans

s

CHAIIDviAN

I

and the

a
are any

s
are

courts,

if

not too c

, or
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in

' t been

s in

that need to be

reso
ASSEMBLY~illN

banking

FLOYD:

on

I

' t seen

proponents of the

s

floor

carrying bills

to change

CHAIRrw1AN PAP AN:

not
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a problem.

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

to add more protection, so

apparently there is no problem.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MS. MATHIAS:

I didn't hear the first one.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
where this

Go ahead.

Do you know of any cases pending now

risen as a problem, where there is a conflict of

law?
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MS. MATHIAS:

Sears and Roebuck or the other

That was Sears and Roebuck .••

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MS. MATHIAS:

Sears and Roebuck, there's some

Allstate.

..• that I'm aware of with .••

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Or the international bank.

MS. MATHIAS:

nonbank institutions.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

I think your question, though,

is whether there's a problem with the Japanese banks, for
tance.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Right.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
under our law.
ate under

Because they're operating here

Well, I guess if our bank goes there, we'd operIf we can operate there.

Can we operate

?

MR. FARNSWORTH:
there, we're

We do operate there.

Bank of America's

is

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Yes, but Bank of America, is

basically -- they re not in the retail business, are they, in New
York?
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MR. FARNSWORTH:

No.

I thought he was referring to

Japan.
ASSEMBLY~lliN

McALISTER:

Japan.

ASSEMBLY~N

LANCASTER:

Okay, yes, I'm sorry.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

a

across the

And we're in Japan and also operating
all the

s

we have

branches.
ASSEMBLY~N

McALISTER:

You have a full service bank in

Japan?
MR.

We have full service banks in Japan.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Okay, Mr. Farnsworth, you threw out

statistics.

I

' t know that we're going to be able to resolve

that area

concern, Mr. Lancaster, but we're going to get some

clarification at some point.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
presently

Okay.

Thank you.

You threw out deposits

are

banks, or rather foreign banks.

you know if

its were all generated in California or

whether

is
MR

Do

been placed there by •..

FARNSWORTH:

tistic, came

I suspect that that number, that sta-

s

up the deposits as shown on the

books of

banks.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

ed here, what

I'm not sure ...

So you don't know how much was generat-

?

MR. FARNSWORTH:
ously there are depos

's Crocker or someone, obvifrom abroad; but primarily they're Cali-

fornia deposits.
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CHAI~~N
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Yes,

'san important

Because

for me.

depos

Part

mon-

are these foreign banks

so

b 11

s, and I'm just curious

MR. FARNSWORTH:

We we

the way.

We just

s

CHAIRl'JIAN PAP AN:

ly.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

wou

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
al

and state,

we've

State of

-- I don't think
in excess of what we import at

I know of.
area
f

same privi-

I mean, we've imported capital nation-

an

1

to have

Maybe domestic

But

you, why don't you tell us

me

're an

s

MR. FARNSWORTH:

, Mr

I

can shed some

Farnsworth,

't

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
ve

ls.

Well,

to
. FARNSWORTH

life and I'd be

s

I

on
CHAII~MAN

PAPAN
Hol

CHAIRMAN PAPAN

Yes

r-IR. FARNSWORTH:

want to

well

if

to

hours.
us an overview.

concerns

, tel

we have for deposs of CitiCorp, and if

to

s

you

1 r

CHAIRMAN PAPAN
s'

and

us what countr
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s and what is your

?

net worth as a

How much troub

are you in with respect to

your foreign loans, because this is depositors' monies.
MR. FARNSWORTH:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

l right.
And take me to the point where I know

what it's costing borrowers in our country to subsidize the banking activities of too many banks on the international scene.
other words,

•

cost of money is

We're

In
si-

dizing some of that activity •
MR. FARNSWORTH:

I question

s, but let's •••

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Okay, then please shed some light on

MR. FARNSWORTH:

All right, let me go back a bit, to

for me.

when we first opened our first branches overseas, if you will.
We went overseas, initially, following our American customers.
Our prime purpose for being overseas was to help out on the trade
flows.

Those

us who have served on the international s

almost evange
there.

, and certainly I am, in what we accomplished

I feel, for

, those years abroad -- and I spent

most of my years as resident
of the wor
probably
dard of 1

are

in many of the underdog coun-

, both in Latin America and Asia -- that we
more in creating jobs and

in

try than all the
CHAIRMAN

sing the stan-

countries and creating jobs in this counprograms that Uncle Sam
PAPM~:

ever put together.

So are you telling me that you had

strings attached to those loans indicating that they had to come
over here and make purchases similar to what the Marshall Plan
was?

We always hear what we did for the rest of the world when,
- 51-

fact, we were

zing our own industry.

Do your loans

of a requirement?
MR. FARNSWORTH:
were special
We went
U.S.

Not specifically, though most of them

loans to finance goods, in the early days.
, and we often financed purchases from the

Later we got into servicing customers there, many of whom

subsequently were buyers of American goods.

We think we've per-

formed a role in helping them start new industries and in helping
raise the standard of living and create jobs across the board.
We did a great deal of good.

go.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Who asked you to do that?

MR. FARNSWORTH:

We go where there's an opportunity to

And we went initially to serve our ..•
CHAirutlAN PAPAN:

In other words, when you opted to go

abroad when we 1 ve had a great demand for capital in our own country.
MR. FARNSWORTH:

Now wait a minute.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Is that what you're saying?

MR. FARNSWORTH:

No, I didn't.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Okay.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

We went abroad initially to help and we

j

s

Americans

Let's back up.

as well as everyone else.

And sure,

stic country and we went abroad because there

this is a

We happen to believe that the profit

was an
motive is one

best motivating factors around, and of

course we
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Let me ask.
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Making money is all right.

MR FARNSWORTH:

Sure it is.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Don't get me wrong.

Let me ask you

this: did you lend that money on the same terms, under the same
regulations, the hearing of those regulations, that are required
in our own country?
MR. FARNSWORTH:

We certainly made those loans and let's

--and when we're talking loans, let's remember that we're talking both in the case of dollar loans and in many cases the recycling of local currency loans.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Okay.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

We made them

banking practices in those

s, the laws of those coun-

tries, and of course

looking at our own laws.

CHAiru1AN PAPAN:
regard?

What do our own laws say in that

Are we too loose

in law to 1

that regard?

act

MR. FARNSWORTH:

really not a banking prob

banking

Have we not proceeded

?

I don't think so.

--you know, too often we ta

about,

accordance with the

I think we've given

about the banking problem and it's
or a liquidity problem we're talking

's a world recession.

It's affected the whole world and

one part of it
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

We have a lot of unemployment in our

own country, but nobody is referring to it as being a part of a
world recession.
MR. FARNSWORTH:

Well we certainly have had one. I don't

think there's any question jobs have been •..
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

That's not what's coming out of Wash-

MR. FARNSWORTH:

Sure it is.

ington.
There's no question, if

you look at what's happened in jobs; look at what's happened in
world exports;
crisis.

u.s.

exports, particularly since the last oil

There's no question we're in a world slowdown, general-

ly, across the board.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Okay, getting back to the original

question, are you lending money on the same terms that we lend to
our own people?
MR. FARNSWORTH:
we are.

We certainly are lending -- of course

Our customers •••
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Are most of your loans, domestically,

on a 90-day period call, if they go in default here in the United
States?
MR. FARNSWORTH:

Our loans here in the United States, we

vary from 90-days, we have overnight loans, and they go up to
seven and ten and twelve years.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Most of us thought that most loans in

the United States are 90-days and then they're called.
MR. FARNSWORTH:

We have a great many term loans; we

have others that are rollover and over and over.
CHAIR}~N

PAPAN:

You renegotiate.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

Rescheduling we do often.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

So you 1 re leading me to believe that

the same terms that you have found elsewhere, or required elsewhere, are also being required here.
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MR. FARNSWORTH:

Of course.

Let me make a point.

seems to be an erroneous idea of our lending abroad.
that our loans
essarily,

any

There

Remember

are not to the country nec-

to thousands of borrowers,

one of which has

met the credit standards; each one of which has come up and we've
looked at, we've considered.
ment that we

we give the same kind of treat-

our American customers.

I'd make is that if you go

The second point that

over those 75 years, our loss

experience is less abroad than it is here.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Seventy-five years.

weren't even interested for
MR. FARNSWORTH:

Fifty of that we

most
in business that long.

We

CHAIRMAN PAPAN::
MR. FARNSWORTH:

And then third ...

I see.
We've

building a relationship.

We've

financing individuals,

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR. FARNSWORTH:
companies and

countries

all of that period.

Furthermore, the source of
things, that we

funds

been the

been the

of these countries.

their

We've

l reserves.

their own money back.

the custodian of many of
In many cases they're borrowing

The source of the that money we provide

them has primarily been from the Euromarket.
money from here,
the funds which we generate
world, bas

We've

banks, and I'll speak forB of

the

A, Chase, and ourselves.

remember, among other

there.

We're not taking

If you take in the aggregate,

all of the countries around the

lly, that's what we're lending.
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

I have no problem with the separation

house of pub
MR

FARNSWORTH:

And we are.

(inaudible)

and

there.
CHAI~~N

PAPAN:

And there is public ownership.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

Pardon?

We're part of the system here and in

those countries.
CHAIR¥~N

dol

PAPAN:

Are you making that distinction?

The

generated abroad -- do whatever you want with those.

It's

lars

that concern me, the depositors that you

talked about.
MR. FARNSWORTH:

All right.

The deposits that we lend

abroad all come from abroad, if you will.
Euromarket -- if you
know,

No question.

The

the size of the Euromarket today, you

would be measured in tril

, and all of us who lend

abroad, the major banks, without any question buy our funds
and we lend abroad.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

That's interesting.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

We're not taking

and

in Brazil or Mexico.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

were

How do we
fornia?

come
MR. FARNSWORTH:

constantly

authorities.
ss j

those depos

PAPAN:

of all, we are reviewed

Well,

I

if we

Is there any way?

regulatory authorities.

CHAIP~N

bus

ifornia deposits

no

I can tell you that now.
at times I
- 56-

They look at our
in the regulatory

I have more faith in your
concerned about.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

Well, let's take a country for example,

and let's take one of the big ones.
spent a good many years.

Let's take Mexico, where I

If you looked at Mexico, and for one

minute I'm looking at the country and not just an individual
country, and look for a minute at their assets as well as what
they owe.

They still have prudent reserves where if you were

looking at a private company, it would be 10¢ on the dollar you
are borrowing against.

But more than that, they, we and other

banks have been in there; we loaned to them 50 years ago, 40
years ago, 10 years ago, and we hope to be lending to them 10
years hence.

They've got a liquidity problem which I suggest is

the result of the huge price in oil.

We, for example, were

heroes when we recycled the oil the first time in '73.
an adjustment process in
saved the world.

There was

banking system that successfully

We were heroes then.

There's another adjust-

ment process that's taking

, and it's going to take us a few

years.

I have every faith in the world.

We all recognize that.

Mexico already, for examp
the disciplines of

the last two years, by accepting

market place, and being told by the IMF

that is the role the fund plays was not to bailout American
banks, because what they do is small potatoes compared to what
the banking system does •.•
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

How familiar are you with the Canadian

involvement and the government bailing them out?
MR. FARNSWORTH:

I'm familiar with the Canadian govern-

ment and the way they operate and the Bank of England in many
senses, because they also bail out domestic money.
- 57-

out

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Right.

MR

But we're not asking England to bail us

FARNSWORTH:

We've had no

any

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR. FARNSWORTH:
concerned.

banks for a bailout.

none is forthcoming in
None is forthcoming as far as we're

we would like to see, and the role that the IMF

, there

s no bank, there is no nation, Uncle Sam, for exam-

ple, can't tell a government how to behave when they run up
against a misallocation of funds, if you will.
does

, and then the funds of the supernational agencies impose
And

you

11, tend to

CHAI~~N

not looking

as a (inaudible), if

using

to them as long as they are eligible to

draw under the IMF's quotas.
PAPAN:

And that's the role they play.

Okay.

You made a statement that you're

a bai

MR. FARNSWORTH:

We're not

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

What is

as

for a bailout.
U.S. government contribufund?

to the international

Can that not be viewed

?

at

of goods

I

S

no

and

and see

to help out in a temporary

or

u.s.

The IMF,
role has

of Breton

to

a

s.

no c

MR. FARNSWORTH:

wor

The marketplace

, and if you look at the

a

of
CHAIRMAN PAPAN

How much \vas
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contribution?

MR. FARNSWORTH:

I don't remember initially.

I think

you can probably tell us
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Not

1

, but what is our contri-

bution now?
MR. FARNSWORTH:

We're talking about a new, what, $8

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Eight and a half billion, right.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

But in terms of the relationship of

billion?

•

that to world trade, it's half what it was 20 years ago.
terms of the role they

But in

, they have to make some loans,

because that's how they get their conditionality.

That's how all

of us are able to tie ourselves to them, because they're able to
get these countries to except the discipline.

Mexico, for exam-

ple, and Brazil and others, if you look for one minute at the
discipline that they are
our reducing our

, it would be tantamount to
t by 50% in one year.

the last 13

Mexico, in

, has improved their reserve position something

like $10 to $13 bill

They're living with it.

They're very success

Now, it's going to take a while for the

problems
them a few years.
get in

le.

ustment process, and it's going to take
We

same with major companies when they

We help them out.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
loans recently, in

Have you cut back any of your foreign
couple of years, three years?

Are

you beginning to reassess your involvement?
MR. FARNSWORTH:

We assess every single loan application

that comes up; we have a very serious study.
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We've been there a

long time and we know part of the problem that you have today on
liquidity is that a lot of banks haven't been there that long;
banks around the world.
trouble renewing.

Some of the smaller banks are having

But it's there, and they're good.

I'm not

that worried about the major loans that we have.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
we?

What about your net worth?

Where are

Did you finally give me a figure there?
MR. FARNSWORTH:

give you an exact amount.

I didn't give a figure.

I can't even

We're the largest capitalized bank in

the world.
CHAI~ffiN

PAPAN:

MR. FARNSWORTH:
lend to any single entity.

Have you lent over your equity?
We have strict rules on how much we can
And too often you look, when you're

asking, at how much did we lend to everyone within a country.
Let's put it this way: we have more money invested in California
than we do in any foreign country.

here.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

That's commendable.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

We believe in it.

We're happy to be

The point I'm making •••
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

And we've done it without the benefit

of your coming in and competing for depositors monies?
MR. FARNSWORTH:
you don't allow us.

That's right.

It's un-American because

Well, this is something that I feel very

strongly about because how much of California employment is
dependent on the continuation of exports?
minute.

Just think for a

I think in the last two or three years, say in '78 to

'80, and I'm not an economist and you can correct me again, but I
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think that 80% of the new jobs
ed to export.

I

the nation were directly relat-

since '80, during this crisis, about a

million jobs
CHAI~ffiN

PAPAN:

the gentleman previously, since

you are informed, tell me about present California banks and
, in

their fiscal

f1.R. FARNSWORTH:

opinion.
I happen to have high regard for my

competition.

I
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

That doesn't tell me anything.

I

appreciate that ...
MR. FARNSWORTH:

Well, I've answered your question.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Tell me about your competition.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

All right.

(Inaudible) and others have

been neighbors and friends of mine overseas for many years.
once testi

I

lf of B of A

on

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

You'd make a great bureaucrat, sir, a

terrific bureaucrat.
MR. FARNSWORTH:
think they're

MR. FARNSWORTH:

that they have
Washington;

Tell me about the problems.

Now tell me

around the world

They've

problems.
They have a concern with their loans

as a matter

fact, the biggest concern

biggest concern that I have is the problem
simply don't

lly understand and com-

prehend the importance of this IMF allocation.
assumption that

I

've got problems.

1

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
got problems.

, I answered your question.

's a bailout.

Again, on the

It's not a bailout at all.
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It's

1
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MR.
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to

FARNS~vORTH

Amer-

is
CHAIRMAN
~lR

f

are

FARNSWORTH

major

Brazil,

?

can correct me

'm
FLOYD:

Braz 1 •..

. FARNSWORTH:
ASSEMBLY~ffiN

i

1

heav-

, Venezue

FLOYD
I

Mr. Chair-

would

and

man,

well.

Cal

don t

do.

s

Mr.

But

Bank of
1

a

I

rec-

f, of some
sents

s name

Go

Yes.
a

him,
your

banks

I

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

The reason

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
this cat Schultz he's got,
banking.

You put Balluff and ask him to bring
has this great knowledge about

Put them here and ask them.

I would respectfully sub-

mit that Mr. Farnsworth can more easily speak on behalf of CitiBank
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

•

The only reason I ask is the concern

for depositors monies •
ASSEMBLY.lv".!AN FLOYD:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

vlell, the reason I

•••

And the kind of treatment

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

.•• respectfully submit is my con-

cern is that these turkeys are not standing up here and answering
any questions.
MR. FARNSWORTH:

I have no concern •..

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Wait a minute.

MR. FARNSWORTH:

.•. with saying that I have high regard

They will be there.

tor •..
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
tlemen -- we have

Thank you.

Yes, well, I know.

These are the gen-

regard; we can really

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

I have absolutely

No regard.

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

.•. equal regard for everybody.

The

only person in this room
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Let me tell you my concern, Mr. Floyd.

Let me just tell you this, that we're talking about depositors
monies.

Much of what has been said with regards to competition,
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of

CHAIRlflAN PAPAN:

I have to be comfortable with what

you're doing, is what I'm saying.
MR. FARNSWORTH:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

can rest assured •••
And I can't be comfortable, if we're so

civilized that we're afraid to say -- or honest with our competitors.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

•

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
either.

Mr. Papan.

I'm not saying you are dishonest

I just want it just out
MR. FARNSWORTH:

to have high regard

open where we can see

Well I told you specifically I happen
(inaudible)

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

I •••

••• all the domestics.

Okay, go ahead Mr. l-1cAlister.

ASSBNBI.YMAN McALISTER:

The whole subject of interna-

tional banking is a fascinating subject which I find to be most
interesting to explore.
direct relevance

It seems to me though, the only possible

that has to our subject here is the one

that you've raised, whether if they all go under, then that's
going to hurt our depositors.

It seems to me they've got an

international banking prob

's going to last for at least

the next ten years.
CHAIRNAN PAPAN:

Easi

ASSEMBLYMAN 1'1cALISTER:
under that.

They're not going to be out from

I mean, they're loaning more, not less money.

ever happens there is going to happen.

What-

But if that's going to

keep us from going into interstate banking, then we're going to
wait at least a decade to see how they come out of that and to
see what happens with the world's economy.
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CHAIRMAN PAPAN

't know

I
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over
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some
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ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
on

to

1.

Why would we be all

we are just as ordinary good citizens,
, because whether or not they take

in

1,

if they're going to

to

the very

1

1.

st depos

're going

will have Federal

Deposit Insurance, which, of course is, I think
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

A

dol

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

Yes,

is nothing to

s to be sure, to somebody, but I mean, how is

mean, that s a
ir

this state going to re
saster to

or any

I

bigger losses

in

a few very big

itors.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
the 1

A

'l'hat 1

a

can t

ASSEMBLYJvi..AN FLOYD:
11

An

Mr

Cha

out?

Now
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1
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out.
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basis?
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li-

understanding that
the

of

and

lity to whom?

1

Sea irst 1 s

We were more

?

on.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER

's

1 1

to assume an

to
I

led here.

our

that

Are we also

So far we have

1

1

led.

ifornia banks go up
11 that take from the

equity of depositors in California to go up and bail somebody out
in Seattle?

And that not having to do with Brazil, Mexico (inau-

dible)
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

I don't know all the particulars, Dick,

but CitiCorp carne
a great amount of negotia-

MR. FARNSWORTH:

They

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Right, right.

tions.

•

that was a bad buy.

And I don't think that

What they're doing is paying a premium for

the chance of getting into the State of Washington.
that -- they're not benevolent
Seafirst go all the way down.

Hey.

I'm sure

They could have let

But they didn't.

They wanted a

foot in the door and they're smart bankers and they bought.
CitiCorp did the same thing with one of our savings and loans.

I

have yet to find a benevolent banker.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

Well, I 1 m only pointing out that

with our savings and loan and with Seafirst, it is questionable
to me that either of

concerns got in great trouble for

dealing with a foreign nation's economy.
economic thing.

I

that if we're asking for

we're asking that somebody
er's license.

It was a homegrown

I mean, if

to --

insurance, if

's like getting your driv-

would have to prove that at no time

would you ever violate a law or have an accident before you could
have the right to dr

, or the privilege to drive in this state,

none of us would be driving.

I think that asking for absolute

guarantees that this corporation will not go belly-up

and I

frankly feel that if a corporation in this country, like Citi- 67-

a hell

a
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more to
re

be up
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start

a
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cts
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were

a

si

because
the

1

to do

of
-

6 -

t

s.

're

going to try to knock off states one at a time.

Quite frankly, I

don't know where the federal government is going, not only in
this area, but across the board with respect to what's happening
in the world of banking.
ASSEMBLYHAN FLOYD:

I think they're staying

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

They're staying out of the thick

of it, state by state, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

•

Sure •

ASSENBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

fv1r. Chairman, if I may ..•

I'd like to recess for about 10

minutes, and then we'll come back and probably one additional
witness and then go to lunch.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
man, a concern about

I'd like to express, Mr. Chair-

the purpose of these interim hearings is

to express concerns and to kind of air the -- and I think that's
healthy.
scope.

What we have before us is a bill that is broad in
There's no que

about that, Mr. Chairman.

The fact

is that any state, even though they have not adopted laws that
would allow California banks to own banks in their state, could
adopt such a law under their basic requirements.

It is now

clearly understood by everybody here that the intent of this bill
is not to supersede California state law; that they will adhere
to the California -- it will be California chartered banks in
effect, as the B of A would be a chartered bank in the State of
New York.

Under our system, which I consider to be very strong

and obviously you do to because it's something you'd like to
be involved in -- the present law says that the State of New York
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that

banks opting to come here would operate under whatever restrictions we have here and vice versa.
issue of it.
a problem.

I don't think we make a big

Like I say, I do not see Sears, Roebuck having had
I do not see the savings and loans •••

ASSEMBLY~~N

LANCASTER:

with that subject matter.

You bill, Dick, does not deal

I agree it's related

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

(inaudible) is not much of a

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER: It's related, but it does not
deal basically with that subject matter.
York.

And it's not just New

Maybe the restrictions of New York are not onerous, I

don't know.

But you've got to deal with the United States in

total in relationship to what every state does.

We are creating

a circumstance where they'd be able to come to California from
any state, operate under our laws eventually, and I'm convinced
of that, and maybe that should be the case, and therefore, our
banks going into other states would be at a competitive disadvantage.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
deal with the

I have no problem with trying to

, Mr. Lancaster •.•

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
ASSEMBLY~AN

FLOYD:

to take care of that.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
MR. FARNSWORTH:

I'm not sure you can.

I'm not sure you can.

Every state would operate under the

same laws that any other bank operated in that state.

No dis-

crimination .•.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Except, as you're well aware,

sir, most banks in most states
- 71-
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statement,

's a

ASSEMBLYHAN LANCASTER:

way all

Assemblyman Floyd, but it doesn't
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
differences

issue of
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are

states,

s,

And if

is the
fferences.

't think we should

fear these di
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
se hear

: to

l

s

purpose

ss concerns

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

s

So I'm
's

ASSE14BLYMAN FLOYD:

concern.
concern

s
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want to

, or
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Do
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want a

?

you

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

I don't need a breather.

Nor do my

witnesses.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Then we'll go right on.

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

If you all can handle it.

Miss Peabody.

MS. BETTY SUE PEABODY:

Mr. Chairman, I am Betty Sue

Peabody, President and Chief Executive Officer of CitiCorp Savings.

I thank you for this opportunity to talk to your committee

about the undeniable benefits of interstate banking to the California consumer.
, CitiCorp was permitted to

A little over a year

rescue a failing Oakland based savings and loan association
called Fidelity.

I needn't remind you of the outcry that went up

at the time we proposed to bid on the Fidelity acquisition.

You

of other California savings

all remember hearing about the

and loans and commercial banks that competition from a big outof-state bank

drive

point out that none
We are all s

these

I would like to

have been realized.

11 here and we are all in business.

ss is

more, bus

out of business.

Not one.

And what's

good.

When we took over

, a serious deposit erosion

was in progress at the rate of $1 million to $2 million a day and
to the tune of about $350 million during the April to September
1982 period.
flow.

Our immediate task was to stem that deposit out-

First we launched a strong advertising campaign to reas-

sure our depositors that CitiCorp was now standing behind
Fidelity.

And we used the slogan, "The People of Fidelity And
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first
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we

was to offer an array of mortgage products with different terms
and rates to fit the needs of our customers and to make mortgages
more convenient

them.

In August of this

, CitiCorp Savings and CitiCorp

Person-to-Person operation in

ifornia merged giving CitiCorp

Savings a new entry into the

California marketplace.

Today, CitiCorp Savings is a profitable and growing
business with 91 offices in 66
assets of $3.5 billion.

fornia cities and with total

We are

ings and loan in California.

16th largest sav-

I'd like to note that even with our

satisfying and profitable turnaround
nia S & L's have recently
this sound to you like

at least two other Califor-

us
i

the ranking race.

Does

being driven out of business by

competition?
California

s

States, if not
my offer ample

economic growth in the United
The California market and econo-

for all

us.

that consumers

Our

the California

put them at a disadvan-

But never, I

that our

to compete fully

ized by some California

institutions
tage.

Competition can only insure

sence

anyone questioned the fact
f

California consumers.

And

isn't that what we all want?

No business can hope to succeed in

a new market unless

s its customers with better servic-

es and products at a

This is what competition means:

stimulating service, creating new products, and keeping prices
fair.
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ing rehabi-

litation and job training group: and have talked of a challenge
grant to them for urban rehabilitation.
CitiCorp has always

a strong commitment to housing.

Three years ago when other New York banks were abandoning home
lending, CitiBank publicly earmarked over $1 billion to finance
New York homes.
months.

•

That allotment was used up in less than nine

So CitiBank committed additional funds with no ceiling

and today, CitiBank is the largest home lender in New York.
total, CitiCorp has $16.4 bill

In

committed to housing in the

United States in construction loans, seed money, first and second
mortgages, home improvement loans, and alternatives to traditional housing.

Our finance methods usually depend on the special

needs of the particular part of

country in which we are per-

mitted to operate.
I believe that this

a strong example of the kind of

heavy commitment large out-of-state banks can offer.

They can

bring their products, their money, their experience, and their
service into more

our

if you allow them to do so.

Interstate banking doesn't mean, as some would like you to
believe, take the money and run.
every new kid on the b
of the neighborhood.

On the contrary, it means, as

knows, working harder to become part
What happens very quickly is that you're

forced to get involved.

For example, Fidelity Savings was not

involved with the

Way; CitiCorp Savings is.

I am serving

as one of seven campaign chairmen in the Bay Area to solicit
funds for the United Way.

In addition, CitiCorp is one of 15

pacesetter companies in the United Way campaign this year, and
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through the efforts of our employees, we have contributed
$50,000.

I am also a member of the California League of Savings

Institutions, Legislation and Regulation Committee.

CitiCorp

Savings officers also participate in our shared executive program, where we provide our expertise to a variety of local organizations.

We serve on the boards of the Oakland Chamber of Com-

merce and the Bay Area Council.

We have also sponsored the

Oakland Symphony Concert, and chaired the annual fund raising
dinner for the West Coast Region of the NAACP.

Does this sound

like the actions of interlopers?
If we examine some of the benefits that have come to
California as a result of CitiCorp's increased involvement here,
I think you'll understand why I believe full service interstate
banking can only be a positive good for the consumer in our
state.

Before acquiring Fidelity Savings, CitiCorp had already

built a California mortgage portfolio of over $800 million, mainly through our Person-to-Person Finance Company.

This was during

a time when many California institutions had stopped making, or
were looking critically at, home loans.

Today CitiCorp, includ-

ing citiCorp Savings, services over $3 billion in home mortgages
in California, and we are growing dramatically each month.
Last year CitiCorp co-managed $64.5

llion in Califor-

nia hcusing and Veterans Bonds, and we participated in $253 million such bonds Oakland, Fresno, and Orange Counties.

And let's

not forget that CitiCorp, California's largest student loan lender, was once called an out-of-state bank.

Today, with CitiCorp

Savings, we are truly a California institution.
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Passage of this

bill will allow the California consumer to enjoy better services
and products at reasonable prices, which I believe we all wholeheartedly support.

I believe that if we are ever to see true

interstate banking in which the best interest of the public and
the consumer are served, California and New York should join
forces to lead the way.

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

•

Any questions by members?

~vhat

happened to Mr. Papan?
MS. PEABODY:

He recessed.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to repeat

my statement I made to you just a moment ago.

May I do that?

ASSElvffiLYMAN McALISTER:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

I would like to personally, and

the committee would like to thank all the attorneys in this state
for providing us with this excellent facility with their dues,
and that's basically what they do.

They don't have much choice,

of course, they have to join the State Bar, but •.•
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

It's a closed shop; it's not

even a union shop.
ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
too.

It's a very nice closed shop

So thank you, all you attorneys out there.

We appreciate

it.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

On behalf of the attorneys, I'll

accept your thanks.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

Well, I would like to thank the

committee for this first inning.

It is my understanding that

we're going to have another hearing.
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
understood there were three.

Is that correct?

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
within two

,

I

Just one, Mr. Cha

Well, I sure

hope not.

I mean

.. •

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

I need the

so

's all

right.
ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:

I think we're having one

in Southern California.
ASSEMBLYMAN E'LOYD:
request.

I would 1

to make a

I know that Mr. Papan said that

c

gent

on the

other side of the issue are going to want to testi
appreciate it if the committee staff cou

I

wou

find out if

want

to testify and recommend maybe if they don't want to te
then we should have a little meeting in Mr. Papan's off
decide -- you know we really ought to

two s

s of the ques-

tion.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Well ...

ASSEMBLYMAN McALISTER:
F
s

We're

to

was just saying that he surely

we'd

s to the question represented ultimately
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
go by default.

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

go.

1

Well, I

' t want

That they don t have to

like heck to walk in to a -- I just don't 1
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s
to

I

?

by

fau

more

No, they won't

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

two

're

Rest a
I would

Mr.

our hear

I don't

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

that they can let

ourn.

to
I d
f

CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

What does that mean?

ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

And at least they ought to get in

the ring.
CHAIR11AN PAPAN:

They will.

They figured they would

allow the interested people to give their position.
taping it.

A man's

I'm sure he's not doing it for his library.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Give him three or four weeks to

rebut, too.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

Well, he has to do something to earn

his salary.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

And you saw how much love they have

between each other.
ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

No, they respect each other.

And you also know it appears in the

paper that they're divided.

What else do you want?

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

I have a question, Mr. Chairman.

Go ahead.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

You mentioned in your opening

remarks that we would have three meetings on this subject, but
I'm only aware of one more.

I'm not against three, but I would

just like to have the date in advance, if possible.
CHAIR11AN PAPAN:

November 18th is the next one.

ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER.

I understand that, Mr. Chairman.

I probably will not be able to attend that.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

It's in San Diego.

And I think the one after that is

December 24th -- Christmas.
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ASSEMBLYMAN LANCASTER:

Are you having two or

?

That's my question, I guess.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

If anyone wants to state for the com-

mittee's benefit any additional information, please don't
tate.

s

I want to thank CitiCorp for their great social interest

in buying out that savings and loan and proceeding systematical
to lend their money with a social conscience.
MR. ASPINWALL:

I would like to say one more thing about

the process of change in financial markets.

I call your atten-

tion, Mr. Chairman, to deposit deregulation, which many of us
were supporting and fighting for for years before any legis
was ever made.

Many banks were faced with a transition dilemma

of some magnitude in moving a deposit structure from 5% interest,
or perhaps 0%, to something closer to the ntarket.

An apprehen-

sion about how that transition was to take place was largely, I
think, over estimated.

With the system's resilience, and we

share our concerns about the process of adjustment to the international problems, but the system is resilient and earnings are
strong, as most people (inaudible).

I have no doubt that the

California institutions are strong enough to face the changes
anticipated under this bill.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:
MR. ASPINWALL:
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

What do you think they're afraid of?
Well, I think you should ask them.
I intend to.

Since it's going on the

tape recorder, you realize that they'll be prepared to answer.
MR. ASPINWALL:

I look forward to hearing that.
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ASSEMBLYMAN FLOYD:

I would hope that they would be

prepared to answer, because they've had months, and apparently
they haven't.

So maybe they just tape stuff without paying a

hell of a lot of attention to it.
CHAIRMAN PAPAN:

Of course, the challenge is yours,

since they represent California and they're domiciled here.

A

challenge that goes with inviting people to come join us in this
land of great opportunity is a real serious challenge and threat.
I don't think we're going to solve anything more than that.
will have the next hearing and I'm sure they'll be there.
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MEMORANDUM

'ro:

Member , Finance & fnsurance Committee

FROM:

William C.

, General Counsel

AB 2094

October 11, 1983

Please see the attached
sis of AB 2094 (F
).
in
there has not been a full
on the bill as drafted, the
first of the interim hearings will discuss the bill.
After tho
issues have been heard, the Committee will consider other
opt
s, such as reg ona
rstate
and selected ta
interstate banking.
Also attached
holding company s
the i

s a 1981 l

tu

s

f

s
ng of other states
bank
fsome sort.
(See Exhibit "A".)

s that shou

considered are:

1•

Is the
based upon a desire not to
compete?
report by the Comptroller
General o the United Sta
l 9, 1982) on page 7
referr
to bank
s " ... The agencie
have now
philosoph s, which
assume tha
desirable unless
proven

2.

Wha

3.

What
s the estimated
safety?

4.

What regula
for incr0ased
regulator ?

s the est.imated

upon market

ition?

upon bank profitabil
may occur, includ
the need
among state and federal

t

Should natural markets be
r ta
bankinq wilJ
Wha
re the possible
1 cha
selected state
trict:ions?
8.

Doe interstate
achieve an
beneficial to consumers?

9.

It is e t
that by the yea 2 00,
behind Texas and Florida in population.
indicative of the decli
market
New
therefore a demonstration of no
fit t
under the proposa ?

AWS ON OUT-OF-STATE BANK HOLDING COMPANIES,

/\1

c

No

aws

N BH C I'
No

Caidorn;a

No

Colorado

No BH C iaws

Conn

cut

S!iitutes
Yes

lent
v

Delaware
Florida
Goo a
Guam

No BH C laws

H
loaho

No

0

BH C laws

y

' s-

No

No

y

IW

No BH C laws

Ill •no 1

No

ind;ana
wa

No

K

N

Ken tu
Lours;ana
Ma;ne
Maryland

y

y

setts

esiaws

Yes

Yes

y

n

y

s

No

y

No ( 4,

No BH

law

y
( 5)
No BH
No

Cl

No ( 21
N BH

s ( )\

rova!)

Continued from
Permitted to
own banks

De novo
charter

Acquisition of
existing bonk

State

in state

permitted?

permitted?

Oklahoma
Oregon
Penn sylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island

No
No
N
No
No BH C laws

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

No
No BH Claws
No
No
Yes

Yes-S

Yes-S

Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virg1nia
W1 scon sin
Wyoming

No BH C laws
No BH C laws
No (2)
No
No BHC laws

n/a

S - Approval needed if s!ote-chortered bonk.
-Approval needed if notional·chortered bonk.
X -No approval needed.
(1) If reciprocity given.
(2) Except lor "grondlathered" companies.
(3) After 1956.

&.

(4) Under special C!fcumsiances if could own a "n-on·commercial bonk" wbsidiary,
such o "Morris Plan" industrial bonking company.
(S) Statutes silent.
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FINANCE AND INSURANCE COMMI

EE

Alister McAlister, Chairman
AB 2094

SUBJECT
AB 2094 would permit an out of state bank hold
company to
acquire a bank in California subJect to the same restri ions
which would apply to a California bank ho
company or
sub~idiary in the jurisd
ion where the out of state bank
conducts its principal business.
DIGEST
AB 2094 would permit an out of state bank hold
company or
subsidiary thereof to acquire a subsidiary bank in California and
to transact the business of banking in this state. However, if
the Superintendent of Banks determines that the laws of the
jurisdiction in which the out of state bank hold
conducts its principal business prohibit or limit in
California bank holding company from transact
a
business through a subsid
bank, then the out of state bank
is subject to the same restr tion or limitation in this state.
In other words, an out of state bank can transact busines
Ca i ifornia only to the extent thai a Califorr.ia bank can operate
in the home state of the out of state bank, as determined
the
Superintendent of Banks.
"Acquire" is defined in the bill
voting shares, or interest in, or a
assets of a bank, or the organ z
or federal law.

obta

of any

all f the
k pursuant to tate

FISCAL EFFECT
Uhknown.
STAFF COMMENTS

whether an
of
Federal law permits a state to
its borders.
bank
company can acquire
At the present time, Alaska, New York
and Massachusetts,
Delaware, Connecticut, Maryland, Nebra
, South Dakota
tate
Virginia, and Rhode I land have enacted some form of
banking law.
Bills were rejected this
Vermont, New
Hampshire, Illinois, Minnesota, and l
ida.
st~te
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2

In California, the'issue of so-called reciprocal banking
privileges is not new.
SB 2158 of 1974 and AB 1926 of 1979,
excited the same controversy between the same parties as AB 2094
generates now.
(AB 1926 was the subject of a major interim
hearing, but neither SB 2158 nor AB 1926 was ever brought to a
vote in its original policy committee.)
The authors of AB 2094 note that the environment in which
financial institutions operate has changed since the introduction
of the two earlier bills:
1) 12 of the 20 largest banks in
California are owned by foreign (other country) companies; 2)
several California savings and loans have interstate systems; 3)
California's largest state chartered bank operates an interstate
system; and 4) other corporations such as Sears,
Shearson/American Express, and Merrill Lynch offer financial
services on an interstate basis.
The ~roponents of the bill cite the Report of the President:
Geograph1c Restrictions on Co~nercial Banking in the United
States (Department of the Treasury, January 1981), which
concludes, among other things, that federal law which restricts
interstate banking should be relaxed because the present system
is "increasingly ineffective, inequitable, inefficient and
anachronistic." The report recommends a phased in relaxation of
restrictions to avoid short-run instability.
The report emphasizes that banking is inherently an
interstate business, that wholesale banking is increasingly
conducted on an interstate basis and that restrictions on
interstate banking work to deprive only consumers of the
benefits of increased competition derived from an interstate
banking system.
The report concludes that the liberalization of
federal law:
1) could improve competitive conditions in local
markets and, with appropriate controls, not significantly raise
the risk of undue concentration of economic power; 2) would
jncrease the range of financial services available to local
communities, but would have little impact on credit availability;
3) does not pose a significant threat to the viability of small
banks; 4) would not have a material impact on the safety and
stability of the banking system; and 5) need not threaten the
vitality of the dual banking system.
The opponents of the bill emphasize that the real issue and
point of disagreement is not whether interstate banking best
serves the public, but how interstate banking should be brought
about.
Opponents contend that interstate banking should be
accomplished on a nationwide basis by federal law.
If federal
restrictions are lifted, California banks will be free to

f

~0
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exercise business judgment as to which states
se attractive
markets in which to operate.
In contrast, under a s
state
approach, California banks can only choose among states which
have opened their borders to out of state banks.
States
ich
have done so do not have economies comparable to California's in
potential for economic growth. Consequently, al
AB 2094
may be characterized as a "reciprocal" arrangement, there is no
reciprocity of opportunity for California banks.
Opponents respond to proponent's argument that passage of AB
2094 will increase competition by pointing out that
in the banking business is flourishing in California.
-five
new banks were chartered last year.
In addition, state savings
associations are exercising bank-like powers. Any increase in
competition resulting from the presence of out of state banks
will be marginal at best.
NOTE: AB 2094 may raise constitutional issues which could
render its limiting provisions illusory. For example, under the
bill, the Banking Superintendent is required to apply laws of
other states which "restrict, condition or otherwise limit"
California banks in other states to out-of- state banks operating
here, e.g., branching laws, which vary among the states.
Jt
appears likely that an out-of-state bank which acquires a state
chartered bank under AB 2094 would challenge the state's ability
to treat that state chartered bank different
from other state
chartered banks based on the domicile of its
lders or the
owner of its assets.
In such a case, a court might find the
disparity of treatment resulting from the limiting provisions of
the bill to be an impermissible denial of equal protection.
Similarly, there is a question as to whether the Comptroller
of the Currency would recognize any distinction based on owners'
domicile in administering law or regulation with re
to
federally chartered banks.
The following have expressed an interest in this measure:
Support:

Citicorp
Valley Bank (Sunnymead, CA)
Chase Manhattan Bank, N.Y.
North Valley Bank (Redding)

Opposed:

California Bankers Associ
Bank of America
Wells Fargo Bank
Security Pacific Bank
Sumitomo Bank of Cali
a
Crocker National Bank
Valle de Oro Bank, Spr
Valley, CA

P C1
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California League of Savings Institutions
Home Bank, Signal Hill, CA
Interest: Chemical Bank (New York)
Mellon Bank (Pittsburgh, PA)
The Morgan Bank (New York)
Marine Midland Bank (New York)
Orange Bancorp (CA)
Louis J. Mulkern (S. F.)

•
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Introduced by Assemblymen Floyd

March 7, 1983

An act to add Chapter 21.5 (commencing with
3750) to Division 1 of the Financial Code, relating to
holding companies.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 2094, as introduced, Floyd. Bank holding
Under existing federal law, a bank holding company or
subsidiary thereof is not permitted to acquire any voting
shares of, interest in, or all or substantially all of the assets of
any additional bank located outside the state in which the
operations of the bank holding company's banking
subsidiaries were principally conducted on July l, 1
or t
date on which the company became a bank holding co1
whichever is later, unless the
of such
assets of a state bank by a foreign (other state) bank
company is specifically authorized by
statutes of I
in which such bank is located.
This bill would authorize a foreign
1 ld;ng C(.J!llpany or a
nk Hl to trans~1ct a banking business
that if the Superintendent of Banks
the laws
Jtn
iction in \Vhich the foreign bank holding company
its business prohibits,
cu,l
limits rcci
authority for a
Califomia bank holding company,
prohibition,
restriction, condition or limitation as proscribed by
superintendent shall apply to the
holding
11y or subsidi:Jry thereof The
would also p,,ovidc
laws
the acquis:
of control of a bank or

-J-

--:;::.-

1e

organ~za~:cn o1 a
charterec: o~· to

:: .. ~,._( . . ~o . . clirlg

' s.J.<~~~ apply to the ace; uisi tion of a
oe C~J.a:ttered by this St<tte by a foreign

cc:-:-~ 1/o.I~y.

ma~;u:-~~y. 11..i)l)ro:!~"'~(lt:on: 110. i~iscal coinrA:~ . . tee: yes~
~oc?l prog-;:"am: no.

tat:e-:mandatecl

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
SECTIO:'\ l. C:Ga:xer 2L5 ( c;::rznr;,J.encing with Section
2 3750) is added to Division 1 of the Financial. Code, to
3 read:
4
5 CHAPTEi\ 21.5. FORE~GN BANK HOLDING COMPANIES
0

7
3750. Gnlcss the context otherwise requires, in this
g chapter:
':}

r,
v

'

,A

,3

5
6
.7

9
~J
~l
~2

23

(a) "Act" means
:=>aak Holding Comparty Act, as
1
' S.C . ,
Sec . .J.'841 el" seq ..
)
;
amenaea
\' -u.,
(b) "California bank holding company" means a
company
is defined as a bank holding company
under the act and wi1ich principally conducted its
banking operations
state on"" uly 1, 1956, or the date
on which the company became a bank holding company
under the act, wbicr1evel· is later.
(c) "Foreign bank holding company" means a
company wi1ich is
as a bar:ck holding company
ur.dcr the act and which principally conducted its
banking O!Jerations in a state of the United States other
than California, or in the District of Columbia, on July 1,
1956, or the
on which the cornpany became a bank
holding
under
act, whichever is later.
I l) ''~
\c.
nanK rneans a 1oan k , a trust company, or a
national banking association, the principal office of which
is .ocateci in this sta~e.
(e) "Subsidiary bank" means any bank which is
controlled by a bank iwlding company under the terms
o: .he act.
(f) "Acquisition" means either (1) the obtaining by a
holdir;,g company of any voting shares of,
foreign
~nterest in, or all c:· substantially all of the assets of a bank
"'f

25
2.'

32

''

:n:

AB 2094

i currently transacting the business of banking in ~:his state,
2 or (2) the organization of a oank by a foreign bank

3 holding company pursuant to the requirements of
L..c applicaole state or federal law.
5
(g) For the purposes of this chapter, the state in wt1ich
6 the operations of a oank holding company is principally
7 conducted is that state in which total deposits of all of the
8 bank holding company's bank subsidiaries are largest.
9
(h) For the purposes of this chapter, terms not
10 expressly defined herein shall have the meaning assigneo
11 in Chapter 1 (commencing with Section 99) and all of
12 these definitions are incorporated in this chapter.
13
3751. A foreign bank holding company or any
14 subsidiary thereof may transact the business ofbanking in
15 this state by the acquisition of a subsidiary bank or banks
16 pursuant to this chapter, provided that if the
superintendent deter;r;ines that the laws or practices
18 the jurisdiction in which the foreign bank holdir.g
19 company principally conducts its business would operate
20 to prohibit, restrict, condition, or otherwise limit a
21 California bank holding company from transacting a
22 banking business through a subsidiary bank or banks
23 organized or acquired pursuant to the laws of that
24 jurisdiction, a similar prohibition, restriction, condition,
25 or limitation to be prescribed by regulation or order
26 issued by the superintendent, shall apply in this state to
27 . the foreign bank holding company or subsidiary thereof.
28
3752. The acquisition by a foreign bank holding
29 company of a subsidiary bank chartered by or to be
30 chartered by this state shall be in accordance with the
31 provisions of this division governing the acquisition of
32 control of a bank or the organization of a bank which
33 would otherwise apply.
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Statement by
Richard C. Aspinwall
Vice President
The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A.
Before the Assembly Committee on Finance and
California State Legislature
San Francisco, California
October 11, 1983

e

I am Richard C. Aspinwall, Vice President of

se

tan Bank, N.A.
It is a privilege for me to appear before this

tee

and to share with you views on the important banking issues
t:·tdsed by Assembly Bill 2094.

This bill would author

holding companies outside California to acquire and operate
bnnks within California, provided the headquarters states of
uch

<~ntities

authorize entry by bank subsid

ies of

California holding companies.

The citizens of California would benefit from the new
ticion which this legislation would

c

te.

long and impressive record of the posit
ed competition.
h~gher

These effects consist of

a
ts of

tter pr
of se

es,

icc:s.

employment growth and tax revenues would also
ned.

~::mld

economic ef

quality of services, and a broader r

~oreover,

There

Consequently, the burden of

be adverse

.~ffects

ce

of to

to the public must rest w

e

11trenched interests seeking to forestall additional
tition.
e

In the process, it should also

t

ht of California's thirteen largest banks (

.. :ess of

$1 billion) are controlled

Jiscriminatlon against U.S. banks is

non-u.s.

so um'>'arrant

t

concentrate on three subjects:

In my remarks I

First,

a number of major changes are now taking place in markets for
financial services.

Second, these changes reflect innovation

that has intensified competition and resulted in improved
services to the public.

Third, in this context, authorization

of full-scale entry into California by out-of-state banks is
1i

'

1y t

0

nee the improvement of services for California

C:l

The F:!nanclRl Services Revolution.

Three major forces in

L2ccnt years have contributed to the rapid changes in financial
services

;~a

interest

o1f~es

d

ts now in progress.

First, high and volatile

have changed depositor practices.

The amount of

osits held in regulated accounts paying interest n1tes

:dgnifi.c1ntly less than market rates has declined
s1

stantfally.
e r:o

Second, new applications of technology have
ncy of funds transfers, access to cAsh

:L

(especially with the ATM), and the transmission and storage of

fi ancial in

rmation.

Third, the continued imposition of a
i.ng i;.:>Lrici~Jons

·1

cgely those

npplying to prtcir.g, location of offices, and permissible
unregulated or less reg•1lated

of b
ere

1ve

;:,:es.

s'

con~:trni.nts.

en at 1 ast thcee important consequences of
First, a

ide '-·nnge of insti.tutions have moved

cial s- vices, offeri.ng cu tamers the

tt, in

<lien

nd :cecord kr:r:ptug and (ln so;-,e

. ?. -

cases) insurance and financial advice--all from one source.
doing so, many institutions have moved aggressively
service lines.

In

to new

The evolution of money market mu

s as a

r1eposit substitute (by brokerage and insurance interests) and
IDore recently, the spread of discount brokerage (1

e

through banks) are two prominent examples.
cc~d, there is ;m cver-incre'asing llst of

I1

financial entities, un

lU

uct

ttered by most regulations af

t

c

banks, seeking to stake out bank customers on a nationwide
h:1sis.

ThRt Califoi·nia banks seek to block entry by

out-of-state banks is a futile protectionist gesture that seems
to ignore the realities of effective innovat
~~e

by

of

r•
nonbnnk L.Lnns.

Second, the shift of liability structures of deposi
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Third, there has been greater demand by lending
institutions for more rate-sensitive assets as a means of
Adjusting to the greater exposure to the effects of interest
r11te 'idriability contained in the liability structure.
1,ce[ecence
1:1ort~nge

This

has been reflected in business, consur,1er, and

lending terms.

Horeover, in connection with these

changes Ln 'Galance tc>heet characteristics and economic

vnriahi llty,

1".;re has been a L·apid gro,,..rth of intcre;;t ::tn

techniques of futures and options by which to protect against
nnde;J ired r::xposure to interest rate risk.
titive Effects.

The major changes in progress affect

fin"'1ncial competition in a number of WA.ys.
,~

f~t:U:lon

Flrst, price

is greater, leading to higher yields on de:,josit

bnlrHtccs nnd lm'<'er costs of credit.

One force foe th:is 0 r:u:~cal

efL:ct is that institutions not having J •rge (and costly)
uffice 11et'.mrks now may employ
att~act

to

customers.

p~:lcing

as a ':enpon ui.Lh '<'liich

Individual savers with relatively small

bal ,lees, heretofore heavily discriminated against by

p(:cially

'l:f:lted by gninJ.ng access to a

la:q;e number of new market alternat:ives.
;\

; 2cond effect is that 0xpliclt fees for r>ervices are

;) i ~h 1 i;)1t

Ltg qua 1 ita t i ve 1 if Cerences auong services.

plir~t~ons

of

ne~

The

technology to mcthocls of delivering

L

'•.

Third, the delivery revolution is also being reflec
greater range of cervices.

In turn, this reorientat

delivery suggests that cost patterns are 1

in .s
f

nl

ly to

although to what extent Jepends.on new technological
conf

at :tons nnd •:hanges in patterns of

cmJtiUJ

1-..:r

ucceptance-·-on wl1ich up-to-date evidence is not yet uvni

1

The emergence of new operating econ0111les, however, would not

necessm:jly 'wrk to the se1·ious disadvantage of smaller
entities.

Such institutions may purchase access to those

services for Hhich a l11.cge investment is 1:-c'quired to attafn
~1is

has taken place in

discount brokerage.

In addition, as in the past,
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The services available to California residents through the
auspices of nonbank subsidiaries of out-of-state bank holding
compR11ies represent only a portion of important banking
services.

Many deposit and transaction services are missing.

Without these, many other services are less attractive as
competitive alternatives for those now offered by California

,wc t:m2nt of this 1 egis lat ion would put pro spec ti ve

.~~~~

entrants to a rigorous market test--to develop for California
ustomers added value in financial services in m:der to win
their allegiance.

This added value will reflect a combination

of better prices and more and better services.

Here are some

p cific 0xnmples.

In late 1982, !:he Depository Institutions Deregulation
Colilmittee (DIDC) aui hori.zed banks and thrift institutions to
<)~-fer

''Jarkct c> posit: ,r,c .ounts (HMDAs) to customers free

i!l0>1CY

of int rest rate ceilings.

cess i

A

t~rifts

v:~

pricing cacnpn i

have

Initially, there were a number of
s in many parts of the country.

ettled into a clear-cut pattern.

During this

,_-au:cs i.n New Yock have conststcni:ly averaged at
1

HSt

'50 ba
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, .tn
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those offered by California
'fhe app1 ication of this differet1ce on the voll
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operates offices in New York City is offering a 1 1/4
percentage point bonus to New York customers open

short, the entry by outside institutions (particularly

o e

engaged in aggressive co:npetition in New York) '""ould mean more
active bidding for such deposits, thereby providing hi
returns to local savers.

A second example of the benefit of new competitive en
would be in a greater volume of credit and credit-related
services available to a wide range of California residents.
Access by state and municipal entities to capital market
financing would be improved.

In fact, New York banks are

alreaJy playing an increasingly acl:ive role in Cali
financings.

rnia

In a credit agreement executed with the State

several months ago, New York banks t:ook a 41+% sh:=tre of a
billion loAn facility.
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7 OCT 83 FINAL
BURNS

I AM WILFORD FARNSWORTH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF

CITIBANK IN CHARGE OF ITS WESTERN DIVISION.

I APPRECIATE

THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT THE EVOLUTION OF
BANKING.
CALIFORNIA, AND FOR THAT MATTER THE NATION AT LARGE,

•

HAS FOR SOME YEARS PONDERED THE COURSE FINANCIAL SERVICES
SHOULD TAKE.

AND WHILE ALL OF US HAVE BEEN PONDERING,

BANKING HAS STEADILY BEEN CHANGING.
MOST RECENTLY, BANK OF AMERICA, WHICH ALREADY HAD
OFFICES IN 47 STATES, BOUGHT SEAFIRST, ITS FIRST MAJOR
FULL-SERVICE BANK IN ANOTHER STATE.
AND CITIBANK HAS BEEN ALLOWED TO BUY FIDELITY SAVINGS
AND LOAN, NOW CALLED CITICORP SAVINGS, HERE IN CALIFORNIA.
WHEN I LAST VISITED NEW YORK, BANK OF AMERICA'S NEW
TOWER WAS RISING NEAR COMPLETION OPPOSITE GRAND CENTRAL
STATION ON THE SITE OF THE OLD BILTMORE HOTEL.
AND IN THE PAST TWO MONTHS I'VE HAD THE THRILL OF
TAKING PART IN THE TOPPING OUT OF THE NEW CITICORP
CENTER IN SAN FRANCISCO, AND THE GROUNDBREAKING FOR THE
NEW CITICORP CENTER COMPLEX IN LOS ANGELES.

r,') I OlI I.

- 2 AND WHILE BANKS THEMSELVES HAVE BEEN

I

COMPANIES OTHER THAN BANKS HAVE E ERED AND FURTHER
CHANGED BANKING AS WE TRADITIONAL

THOUGHT

J. C. PENNEY AND

E

LOANS, MORTGAGES, CREDIT CARDS AND MON

F

RETAILERS LIKE SEARS,

AMONG OTHER THINGS, IN RETAIL OUTL
ATES.

S

R

E

BROKERS LIKE MERRILL

ACCEPTING WHAT WE WOULD ORDINAR

C L

ARE BUYING S&LS AND BANKS ACROSS ST

S

E LI

S,

S.

s

I'VE DISTRIBUTED FOR YOUR INSPE

A SELECTION OF

SHOW ALL THE BANKING BUSINESSES TH

RETAILERS, BROKERAGES, AND OTHER NON-FINANCI
INSTITUTIONS ARE NOW INTO.

I'VE Al

DISTR

ED A

MAP SHOWING THE 13 STATES THAT HAVE ALREADY LEGI
ONE OR ANOTHER FORM OF INTER

ATE B

ING:

ARE NOW ENTERTAINING SUCH LEG!

ATION,

NETWORKS WHERE DE FACTO INTERST

EB

AT

E
E

I

E

RE

FLOURISHES.
ED

CLEARLY, TIMES HAVE ALREADY
OF BANKING WILL NEVER BE ABLE
CONSIDER: CITICORP HAS 982

FICES I
'RE

LITERALLY HUNDREDS OF BANKS HAVE OF

s

WHERE TH

E S

BANKING SERVICES.

ACTIC

E

LD
AIN,

B

AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

CONDUCT

THE

41 ST

E

I
ES

- 3 - .
IN THIS STATE, CITIBANK IS SURELY A CALIFORNIA BANK.
WE SERVE MORE THAN 1.5 MILLION INDIVIDUAL AND MORE THAN

800 CORPOR

E CUSTOMERS HERE.

CAL IF

SHAREHOLDERS, WHO ARE QUITE LITERALLY OUR

NI

WE HAVE MORE THAN

5,000

OWNERS.
WE PROVIDE JOBS FOR 2,800 CALIFORNIANS, DIRECTLY,
AS MEMBERS OF CITICORP STAFF.

WE'RE PROVIDING, NEARLY

5,000 JOBS IN THE CALIFORNIA CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY,
WITH OUR BUILDINGS GOING UP IN SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS
ANGELES.

AND OF COURSE, THE UNCOUNTED JOBS CREATED

INDIRECTLY BY THIS ACTIVITY.
WE CONTRIBUTE SUBSTANTIALLY TO THE ECONOMY OF CALIFORNIA.
TWICE IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS WHEN THE STATE WAS FACED WITH
BUDGETARY PROBLEMS AND SPECIAL FINANCIAL NEEDS WE HAVE STEPPED
FORWARD AND ASSISTED, PARTICIPATING IN A LEAD POSITION.

WITH

NEARLY $6 BILLION IN CALIFORNIA LOANS, WE'D BE THIS STATE'S
SIXTH LARGEST BANK.

AND IF CITICORP WERE A C IFORNIA BANK, THEN

C IFORN AS TOP TEN BANKS WOULD INCLUDE FIVE AMERICAN
B

S AND FIVE FOREIGN RANKS, INSTEAD OF FOUR AMERICAN

AND SIX FOREIGN, AS TODAY.
IN TERMS OF OUR CONTRIBUTION, CITICORP LENDS MORE IN
CALIFORNIA THAN ALL BUT ONE OF YOUR HUGH FOREIGN-OWNED
BANKS.

OUR NEARLY $6 BILLION EXCEEDS BRITISH-OWNED UNION'S

$4.7 BILLION
LESS THAN A

LLOYDS' NEARLY $2 BILLION, AND BARCLAYS'
BILLION~

- 4WE LEND MORE THAN JAPANESE-OWNED C

I

IA FIR

s

AND THE NEW MITSUBISHI/BANK OF
NEARLY-$3 BILLION EACH, AND

OF THE LENDING BY

SUMITOMO, MITSUI, AND GOLDEN STATE S
BANK OF

S

A,

E

WE

IF WE LOOK FURTHER, TO THE SMALLER BANKS

WE CONTRIBUTE

FAR MORE THAN THE COMBINED TOTAL OF ALL THE CALIFORNIA BANKS
OWNED BY MEXICO, KOREA, OR THE NATIONAL BANK OF LONG BEACH
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE AKTIVBANKEN OF

DENK~RK.

WE TRY TO BE GOOD CALIFORNIA CITI
AS WELL, SUCH AS SUPPORTING LOCAL INST

SYMPHONY, THE LOS ANGELES MUSEUM OF
BoY SCOUTS, THE NATIONAL URBAN
COLLEGES, UN

RSITIES, BUSI

UTIONS LIKE

s,

ORANGE COUNTY CENTER FOR PERFORM!

ART, THE

NT

0

E

E OAKLAND

AGUE.

ss

s,

IN

,

UN !TED

s AND COM

GROUPS.
THE POINT I WOULD ESTABLISH IS TH
BANKING TODAY IS NO LONGER A

N BEI

I

ERST

E
E

D.

IT'S A FACT,

f?l

- 5 THE ONLY ASPECT OF INTERSTATE BANKING THAT REMAINS
BE ADDRESSED, AND THE 0

ONE WE HAVE LEFT TO TALK

ABOUT HERE, IS THE SINGLE FUNCTION OUT-OF-STATE BANKS
STILL CAN'T PROVIDE WITHOUT A BILL LIKE THE ONE BEFORE
YOU.
TH

•

's DEPOSIT TAKI
OVIDE, IN ESSENCE, THAT AN

TODAY'S GROUND RULES

OUT-OF-STATE BANK MAY TRUCK FUNDS IN UNLIMITED VOLUMES
INTO THIS STATE
CITI

LEND TO

CORPORATE AND INDIVIDUAL

NS; BUT IT MUST NOT COMPETE FOR DEPOSITS WITHIN THIS

STATE TO HELP FUND ITS

ANS.

MANY PEOPLE, AS YOU GENTLEMEN KNOW BETTER THAN
ANYONE,

E

OUT VIGOROUSLY AGAINST INTERSTATE BANKING,

SOME OF THIS ARGUMENT IS A LITTLE PUZZLING.
CHAIR~N

THE

OF WELLS FARGO BANK, WHILE EXPRESSING ASTONISHMENT

THAT A CALIFORNIA BANK WOULD BE ACQUIRED BY A JAPANESE
INSTEAD OF AN AMERICAN BANK, STILL OPPOSES A CALIFORNIA
BANK'S BEING

IRED BY AN AMERICAN BANK FROM NEW YORK.

ANOTHER LARGE CALIFORNIA BANK, FIRST INTERSTATE, WHICH WIDELY

ISES THE BENEFITS ITS INTERSTATE BANKING BRINGS
THE PUBLIC, CAN'T SEEM TO SEE ANY BENEFIT IN ANOTHER
BANK'S OFFERING INTERSTATE BANKING TO CONSUMERS.

- 6 -

SUCH INTERESTS ARRAY A FORMIDABLE BATTERY OF RE
FOR BARRING THE DOOR.

NS

BUT TO PURSUE MY DISTINCTION: IT IS

NOT INTERSTATE BANKING ITSELF THAT THEY OPPOSE, BECAU
THEY NEVER OBJECT TO THAT PART OF INTERSTATE BANKI

ERE

AN OUT-OF-STATE BANK PUMPS ASSETS INTO THE STATE;

E

XENOPHOBIA ONLY COMMENCES WHEN SOMEONE SUGGE

I

S l

AN

OUT-OF-STATE BANK COMPETE FOR MONEY WITHIN THE STATE.
THAT SEEMS TO ME TO BE PATENTLY UNFAIR.
YOU STRIP AWAY ALL THE EMBELLISHMENTS,

BUT WHEN
I

DEPOSITS IS THE ISSUE, AND THE ONLY ISSUE, THAT WE'RE ALL
GATHERED HERE TO TALK ABOUT.
ALL OF THE ARGUMENTS ABOUT THE PERILS OF LETTING
OUT-oF-STATE BANKS COMPETE FOR DE

SITS HERE CAN BE

RESOLVED EASILY JUST BY LOOKING

US.

THERE'S THE EXAMPLE OF ALL THIS

ATE'S OUT-OF-

COUNTRY BANKS, WHICH COLLECT A TREMENDOUS RESERVOIR
DEPOSITS HERE. YOUR FOUR BIGGEST BR

ISH-OWNED BANKS HOLD

OVER 26 BILLION CALIFORNIA DOLLARS IN DEPOSITS.

YOUR TOP

FIVE JAPANESE-OWNED BANKS HOLD ANOTHER $10 BILLION.

IF

THIS STATE THRIVES WITH SUCH DEPOSITS HELD BY FOREIGN
BANKS, WHAT REASON IS THERE TO B
BY HAVING DEPOSITS ATTRACTED

AT IT WILL SUFFER
ER AMERICAN BANKS?

p 101

- 7 FOR YEARS CITICORP AND OTHER
TR

SPORTING MON

AMOUNTS.

c

I

IN

U.S. BANKS HAVE BEEN
'

l

NIA IN HUGE

AND GROWING
1
D SUGGEST TO A PERSON THAT
I

E

D

A BANK THAT FOR YEARS HAS BEEN BRINGING MONEY INTO THE
STATE FROM

s

FOR DEPOS

HERE

MONEY OUT

, GIVEN THE CHANCE TO COMPETE
D R

IFORNIA?

WHEN

IT SIMPLY DEFIES LOGIC.

SPEAK OF I

QUESTION TO

RSE THE FLOW AND START TAKING

ERSTATE BANKING, IT SEEMS A BROAD

ESS

E BROAD QUESTION OF INTERSTATE

BANKING HAS BE
NARROW

ANSWERED.

ION

E

COMP

FRANCE,

W

M

RESPECT

AND DE

FINALLY

BANKS FROM ENGLAND, JAPAN,

EA, C

I

RESPECT TO

ING FOR DEPOSITS REMAINS.

ANSWERED THIS QUESTION IN THE

CALIFORNIA
AFFIRMAT

A, THE PHILLIPINES, ITALY
ESS THE SAME QUESTION WITH

N

ERIC

ONLY THE

B

S

IN SUMMARY, FAILURE TO ACT ON THIS

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL WOULD SEEM TO SIMPLY PRESERVE
!STING SPEC

INTEREST LEGISLATION PROTECTING A

THE LARGEST, MOST MODERN FREE ENTERPRIZE ECONOMIES IN THE
WORLD TO

TO PROTECT THE WORLDS LARGEST BANK,

AMONG OTHERS, FROM COMPETITION.

f

110

-8-

THIS SEEMS TO ME TO BE UNFAIR, NOT TO MENTION
UNAMERICAN.
I URGE THAT CALIFORNIA TAKE THIS ONE POSITIVE STEP
INTO THE WORLD OF MODERN

, AND THE WORLD OF FAIR

COMPETITION
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STATH1ENT BY
BETTY SUE PEABODYJ PRESIDENT
CITICORP SAVINGS
BEFORE THE
CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON
FINANCE AND INSURANCE
OCTOBER llJ 1983
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I A~ BETTY SUE PEABODY~ PRESI
CITI
INGS~ AND I THANK
TO YOUR COMMITTEE ABOUT
UNDENI
KI
I
IA CONSUMER.

IRMAN~

I

A LI

OVER A YEAR AGO, CITICORP WAS PERMITTED
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
IND YOU OF THE OUTCRY THAT WENT
TO BID ON THE FIDELITY ACQUISITION.
RI , AD INFINITUMJ THE FEARS OF OTHER CALI
S AND COMMERCIAL BANKS THAT COMPETITION
K
DRIVE THEM OUT OF BUSINESS.

WOU LIKE
POINT OUT THAT NONE OF
ONE. WE ARE ALL STILL HERE, AND WE
BUSINESS IS GOOD.
TOOK OVER FIDELITY~ A SERIOUS DEPOSIT
RATE OF $1 TO $2 MILLI A
-AT
DURING
APRI
STE~ THAT DEPOSIT
A STRONG
ISING
I
BEHIND FI I •
FIDEL I
THE STRENGTH OF CITI

AND CHIEF
IS
I

TO RESCUE A ILING
FI I . I

IA
A BIG

IZED.
IN BUSINESS. WHAT'S

I

WAS IN

OD.

I
I

s
IT
IT MIGHT TAKE TIME TO REVERSE
I 'S EXCELLENT STAFF~ AND OUR STRONG CUSTOMER BASE,
WI IN A
TO TURN THE TIDE TO DEPOSIT I

WEEKS. FOR ONE TriiNG; FID~Ll1i;S EMPLOYEES WERE HAPPY THAT CITICORP
OFFERED THE FINANCIAL RESOURCES AND THE EXPERTISE TO SAVE THEIR JOBS.
FURTHERMORE; THEY DISCOVERED THAT WE RESPECT THEIR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN THE SAVINGS AND LOAN BUSINESS AND THEIR STRONG AND
PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH THEIR CUSTOMERS AND COMMUNITIES. AT THE
TIME CITICORP TOOK OVERJ WE PRO~ISED THAT NO FIDELI EMPLOYEE WOULD
LAID OFF AND THAT NO BRANCHES WOULD
CLOSED. WE HAVE KEPT OUR
PROMISES. WE SAVED 900 JOBS IN CALIFORNIAJ AND WILL BE ADDING MANY
MORE AS WE EXPAND THROUGHOUT CALIFORNIA.
SIN

THE BEGINNING OF THIS YEARJ CITICORP SAVINGS HAS INCREASED OUR
$250 MILLION ON AN ANN !ZED
IDENTIAL MORTGAGE LENDING
OUR MORTGAGE COMMITMENTS ARE GROWING DRAMATICALLY EACH MONTH
OF OUR LENDING IS MADE IN
STATE OF CALIFORNIA.
FIDELI
IDDED OFF T INTEREST RATE CURVE; ITJ FOR ALL INTENTS;
MAKING MORTGAGES ALTOGETHER. FIDELITY MADE ONLY 78 LOANS UP
IL THE TIME OF ACQUISITION BY CITICORP IN SEPTE~BER 1982 THERER
IORI
AFTER STOPPING
DEPOSIT EROSION;
I LI ; N RENAMED CITI
SAVINGS; BACK INTO THE HOME
INESS. WE HAD TO START ALMOST LITERALLY FROM SCRATCH.
THE FIRST INGS WE DID WAS TO OFFER AN ARRAY OF MORTGAGE
WI DIFFERENT TERMS
RATES TO FIT THE NEEDS OF OUR
TO MAKE MORTGAGES MORE CONVENIENT FOR THEM.
OF THIS YEARJ CITICORP SAVINGS AND CITICORP PERSON TO
OPERATION IN CALIFORNIA MERGED GIVING CITICORP SAVINGS A NEW
INTO THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MARKETPLACE. TODAY; CITICORP

SA

T

T

I

A CITI
LI

CALIFORN
KING RACE. DOES THIS
IN

HIGHEST ECONOMIC
CALIFORNIA MARKET AND
ITION
ON

TO

FU

IN THE

I

IONED THE

-

IR

I

AT CITICORP SAVINGS WE DECIDED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS.
POPULATION OF OAKLAND~ AS
MAY KNOW~ IS PREDOMINATELY BLACK~
SPANISH~ ASIAN OR ELDERLY.
PEOPLE WHO ARE ORDINARILY PRICED OUT OF
THE HOUSING MARKET. WE SET UP THE CITICORP SAVINGS HOUSING ADVISORY
BOARD COMPOSED OF PROMINENT OUTSIDERS IN OAKLAND WHO ADVISE US ON
OAKLAND'S CRITICAL HOUSING NEEDS~ AND REVIEW AND RECOMMEND TO US
VARIOUS HOUSING PROPOSALS WHICH WE CAN SPONSOR OR CONTRIBUTE FUNDS
TO. WE HAVE FUNDED TWO HOUSING PROJECTS TO DATE~ AND ARE IN THE
FINAL STAGES OF DEVELOPING A MAJOR HOUSING IDEA FOR IMPLEMENTATION
IN 1984.

WE ARE ACTIVELY INVOLVED WITH COMMUNITY AND LOCAL GROUPS~
SUCH AS A CITIZEN'S COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT ACT COALITION~ TO GET
IR VIEWS ON HOW CITICORP SAVINGS CAN SERVE LOCAL HOUSING NEEDS.
H MEMBER OF OUR SENIOR MANAGEMENT IS INVOLVED WITH A COMMUNITY
IZATION IN
EAST BAY~ AND ALL OF OUR BRANCH MANAGERS ARE
ILY INVOLVED IN THEIR COMMUNITIES.
RTHERMORE~

ONLY
WE MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR MORE CALIFORNIANS TO OWN
IR OWN HOMES--WE ARE ALSO HELPING CITIZENS TO UPGRADE AND TAKE
IDE IN
IR NEIGHBORHOODS WE ARE INVOLVED WITH THE OAKLAND
IGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES AND~ IN ADDITION TO DONATING OUR
ILLS AND EXPERTISE~ HAVE CONTRIBUTED FUNDS TO ESTABLISH A HIGHRI REVOLVING LOAN FUND~ AND A FUND TO FINANCE SELF-HELP CONSTRUCTION
REHABILITATE HOMES IN DETERIORATING NEIGHBORHOODS. WE'RE ALSO
ING WITH JUBILEE WEST~ A WEST OAKLAND HOUSING REHABILITATION

R
~
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INING G.
; AND
REHABILITATION.

ITI
I I

A

HAS ALWAYS HAD A STRONG COMMITMENT
OTHER NEW YORK BANKS WERE ABANDON!
ICLY EARMARKED OVER A BI ION
. THAT ALLOTMENT WAS USED IN LESS
K COMMITTED ADDITIONAL FUNDS WITH NO
K IS THE LARGEST MORTGAGE LENDER IN

I ,

CITICORP HAS $16.4 BILLION
I
STATES--IN CONSTRUCTION LOANS~ SEED MONEY~ FI
HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS~ AND ALTERNATI
SING. OUR FINANCE METHODS USUALLY DEPEND ON
ICULAR PART OF THE COUNTRY IN WHICH

THAT THIS IS A STRONG
OUT-OF-STATE BANKS CAN
, THEIR MONEY~ THEIR
ITI IF
KING DOSEN T MEAN--AS SOME
AND RUN". QUI THE
BLOCK KNOWS~ WORK!
. WHAT HAPPENS VERY I
1

T

FIDELITY SAVINGS WASN'T I
SAVINGS IS. I AM SERVING AS

I

L

I

CAMPAIGN CHAIRMEN IN THE BAY AREA TO SOLICIT FUNDS FOR THE UNITED
WAY. IN ADDITIONJ CITICORP IS ONE OF 15 PACESETTER COMPANIES IN
UNITED WAY CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR ANDJ THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF OUR
EMPLOYEESJ CONTRIBUTED $50M. I AM ALSO A MEMBER OF THE
CALIFORNIA LEAGUE OF SAVINGS INSTITUTIONS LEGISLATION AND REGULATION COMMITTEE. CITICORP SAVINGS OFFICERS ALSO PARTICIPATE IN
OUR SHARED EXECUTIVE PROGRAM; WHERE WE PROVIDE OUR EXPERTISE TO A
VARIETY OF LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS. WE SERVE ON THE BOARDS OF THE
OAKLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND THE BAY AREA COUNCIL. WE HAVE ALSO
SPONSORED THE OAKLAND SYMPHONY CONCERT AND CHAIRED THE ANNUAL
FUNDRAISING DINNER FOR THE WEST COAST REGION OF THE NAACP. DOES
THIS SOUND LIKE THE ACTIONS OF INTERLOPERS?
IF WE EXAMINE SOME BENEFITS THAT HAVE COME TO CALIFORNIA AS A
RESULT OF CITICORP'S INCREASED INVOLVEMENT HEREJ I THINK YOU'LL
WHY I BELIEVE FULL-SERVI INTERSTATE BANKING CAN ONLY
A POSITIVE GOOD FOR THE CONSUMER IN OUR STATE.
BEFORE ACQUIRING FIDELITY SAVINGSJ CITICORP HAD ALREADY BUILT A
I
IA MORTGAGE PORTFOLIO OF OVER $800 MILLION MAINLY THROUGH
R PERSON
PERSON FINANCE COMPANY. THIS WAS DURING A TIME WHEN
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTIONS HAD STOPPED MAKINGJ OR WERE LOOKING
RT
AT, HOUSING LOANS. TODAY CITICORPJ INCLUDING CITICORP
INGS, SERVICES OVER $3 BILLION IN HOME MORTGAGES IN CALIFORNIA,
WE ARE GROWING DRAMATICALLY EACH MONTH.

r'

- 7$6 1!.5 M!LLI

IN

BONDS. AND WE PARTICIPATED IN
IN OAKLAND~ FRESNO AND ORANGE
I
S

FORGET THAT CITI
I
IA'S
ONCE CALLED AN "OUT-OF-STATE

; WITH CITICORP SAVINGS) WE ARE TRULY A I
THIS BILL WILL ALLOW THE CALIFORNIA CON
SERVICES AND PRODUCTS AT REASONABLE I ~
HEARTEDLY SUPPORT.
I

I

IEVE THAT IF WE ARE EVER TO SEE TRUE I
ICH
BEST INTERESTS OF THE PUBLIC AND
I
IA AND NEW YORK SHOULD JOIN FORCES

A

